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Der] Nidt I Switched.
UNTIL THE SKIN WAR RAW. HOLT royali-
st) WITH SCALKS LIKE SPUTS or MORATR.
CURIill ST THE et'TICURA HYNES! KS.
I am going to tell you of the extraordinary
change your Cutleura Remedies performed on
toe Anout the It of April lest I noticed
*tune red pimples ilk. c Rigout all over my
hotly, but thought nothing of It until some
time later on, and which i•ame off In layers,
accompanied With itching. 1 a scratch
every night until 1 was raw. then the next
night, the scales. being fornitsi nosinwhile,
were scratched off again. In %min did 1 eon -
.0 It all the di store in the country. but with-
out aid. Aftylgiving U i ell Wove,. of recov-
ery. 1 happened to see an advertisement. In
the newspaper about your Cutleura Remedies
and purchased them from my druggist., and
obtained almoot Immediate relief. I beganto notice that the scaly eruptions gradually• dropped off and diaappeared one by one, and
have been fully cured. I had the diretsae thir-
teen month. beh.re I began taking the Cud-
Importation of Na nsook Cambric and Swiss Embroideries ever brought cure Remedies, •nd in tour or ft% e weeks w a•entirely taired My disease wits eczema and
aoriasis. 1 ree lllll mended the 'uticura
temedies mall of my vicinity. and I know of
▪ great many W1141 hese taken them, atilt
thank in. for the knowledge of them, eloper-
tally mothers who have babes with *lily
eruptions on their heads and Nailer.. I can-
not express in W4,nis the t Min k (41 3 011 /Or
what the Cuticuni Remedies ha ‘e been to nee,
My body was covered with scales. and I was
an awful spectacle to behold Now my skin
Is as nice and clear ass baby's.
voit.:g CoTEY,
Kept 21, INST.
Feb. 7. It*.—Not a trace whatisaver of the
disease (non which 1 suffcred has ahown It
since in cure. ti l'oTICY.
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Sodw
The Handsomest
to this country has just been opened at our store. We think we have
made a particul-rly happy hit in EmbroideriesStick a Pin in Heretor this season, not only in purchasing at prices
which give us a chance to offer great things. in your purchasings, but
also in securing such a profusion of prize pat-RE ad This Twice.terns Tney are the cream of the market, there
is not a poor piece among th0m, all are new. fresh and as ne ,t as wax
And then a word as to QUAL- Stop Here ITY, 
always an.important facto' in this line of goods. Our se-
lections were msde with psrticular regari. to quality and we can
promise you the very best for your money to beDon't Pass This.foun anywhere, if you should need any- .... ... ....... . thi a g
in HAmburgsk-Oambrics or Swisnee, Edgings or Itteertings, you can't
pass OUT line.
BASSETT &, CO.
P. S.-14imin g Monday Morning we will offer 25 pieces French India Linen,




206 and 20ki Main Street,
Dealers In
The Bargain Store IMPLEMEl'irlt
SEEDS,
As we must reduce our stock in order to make room
for our spring goods we are offering Sweep Bargains to
the citizens of llopkinsville and surrounding country.
With us everything goes, and the people answer back
-That's Right." We have a
Fall and Winter Stock
FERTILIZERS.
Of goods at prices that are startling, and you will never BUGGIES, &C.
fail to find bargains in our elegant stock of
Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing, Hats, Caps,
Boots, Shoes, Cloaks, &c.
Loose no time in seeing us for me are on hand to give you
a good business talk. Our motto is, "Good Quality,
Honest Prices. Sell them Cheap and sell a Heap,
and keep Eternally at it.'' Work all day
and far into the night, keeps us ahead
of all our competitors.
When in the city call and examine goods and prices
whether you wish to purchase or not.
Remember the place.
Ike Lipstine,
Corner Main and Ninth, Hopkinsville, Ky.
T. C. HANBERY M.
F BnPeople's Warehouse,
HANBE.RY & SHRYER, Prop's.,
HOPKINSVILLE • - KY,
Rai r=a41. Strewt, =et- Tea.th.arid.=leer's:1.th-
Careful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. Good quarters for teams an
earncters. All tobacco insured unless otherwise instructed. dew.
- 1st . alooss.. L'aloxsay.
For erlynfJ.rU405 £JJ,4UP. Lat. of DABNEY A RUSH.
IMPLEMENTS
°
The NEW DEERE Corn Planter
and Check Rower, Corn Drills, the
NEW DEERE Disc Harrow,Thomp-
son Wheelbarrow Seeders, Cahoon
Seeders, IRON DUKE HARROW,
NEW STYLE, Walking and Riding
Cultivators, Traction and Plaine En-
gines, Horse Powers and Separators,
McCormick Binders and Mowers,
Thomas Hay Rakes.
PLOWS.
We call especial attention to our
stock of Plows. Two ear loads just
received, consisting of Oliver Chil ed,
Blount's "True Blue," Jno. Deere,
Avery, and other brands, steel and
chilled. The best line of Plows ever
offered to the farmers of Christian
and adjoining counties, and which
we guarantee "THE BEST MADE."
SEEDS.
We handle nothing hut the best.
Clover, Orchard Grouts, Timothy, Red
Top, Blue Grass, Rye, Stock Peas,
and Northern Seed Oats, &c.
Vr=1-1SOINT =1.t3..3al•T=2"..
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants Fertilizers.
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give personal attentine to Inspection and Sale fa every Hogshead of Tubb-
er) ennalgned ta
Liberal advancement made on Toberen in store. All Tobacco insured at cost o
wrier unless written Instruction. LO the enntrary.
N. H. AllIERNATIET GEO. C LONG.
11 134B•rozieLtimar dr, IAcorigig,
Successors q Al3ERNATHY & CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No tr. On Korth side of inth Syrt, one squarrrom Denot
All ‘obseeo eonsik-ped to us all recri r our p4reenal attention,
sampling and selling. Stables and quarterefor teams and teen:inters.
The HORSE SHOE BRAND," a
bone Fertilizer, made at Union Stock
Yards, Chicago, Ills., for Corn, To-
bacco and wheat. We have handled
these goods for six years, and in 188t4
our gales reached near 400 tons. Nye
keep a large stock on hand.
Barbed Wire.
We lire manufacturer's agents for
the Slrfor Steet Wire and have a
large st k op hand. Wire stretchers
ana staples.
Pure Kentucky Whisky HARNESS
Wagon, elow end Buggy Harnees,
fiddler, Saddles, flames, Trace
C'hains, Cullers, &c. Keep a fullMI 4E, till c5113.sgal. ii.s.3r1) 0 IN 425 IS • stock, all at lowest prices.4 di_ one who wants a pure Whisky ho private or medicinal use oan get it trona GEO, DKATTIKeiLY a , toensnorn. y .51 priers ranging front $1 50 to 00 per gallon Orsent to tali Aria will revel ea prompt and careful attentIon• throwe-w
 AINIIMMMEN1111=16011111
IL.. T CPI-3C AILIC
36IATMI.JMIR2
Large itnek. Well Aseorteo. Prices Low Work a Specialty.
57 Franklin Street . Clarksville, Tenn.
•
WAGONS.
We cannot do Justice to the esteem in which
Cutleura, the great Skin Cure, Auld Cutleura
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, prepared
from It, and Cuticura Remit vent, the new
Blood Purifier, are held by the thoweinds
Upon thousands whose live.. have been made
happy by the cure or agonizing. humiliating.
Itching, scaly and pimply diseamea t he skim
scalp sae blood, alth loom of hair.
Sold everywhere. Price. Cuticura. 50e ;
Soap, 2fx• ; Reeolvent, $1. Prepared by the
Potter Drug it Jut' 'ltnietil in, Maw.
rsend for "Bow to Cure Skin Dlideases,"
64 pages, an oat rat ions,  ito t• st I lel*.
impl.r.m. black-heads, red, rough, chapped
awl oily skin prevented by Cuticura
E4INE PAINS
And Weakness InstantlY relieved
by the Cut 'cunt Anti-Pain Plaster.
perfect Antidote to pain, littlion-
met 111f1 F11141 W(4111 rwts.. A new, in-






Loot:tan State Lottery Comp'y.
Incorporated ,the Legislature ORA, lor
Educational dand heritable purposes, stet it,.
franchise mettle part of the ereeent tditate
Constitution, In 11g70, RI1 overwhelming
popular ote.
HA MAMMOTH DRAWINGS take Owe
semi-Annually, (Julie and IN-vember.) and
its (IRAN!) AINtiLE NUMBER ORA W-
15(15 take place In each of throttler ten
months of the Near. and are Whims n in
public, at tile Acioicluy of Music.New Or-
leans, 1.A.
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes,
AttestiA a. follow.:
W. do hereby certify that wesupervise the
arrangements for all the ..... nt My and Semi-
A nnual Drawings of The lAmlnieina State 1.4-
tery Company, and in person manage and
control the Drawings thenowlVeM. ii 1141 that
the liarrie are c haled with Maio-sty, fair-
ness, and in good faith toward all parties, and
we authorize the  l.sany to use this certifi-
cate, with 111 our signiltil re* at-
bachedl In Its advertisements."
dmittlissidmend.
We the undersigned Ranks and Rankers
will idsy all Prizes drawn In The Louisiana
State Lotteries Si hick may be presented at
our counters.
RN. WA/ANSLEY. Pres. Louisiana Nat, Ilk.
Pi KRUK I.A NA X, Pres. State Nat'l Bk.
A. Pres. New Orleans Nat'l Ilk.
CARL Kull N, Pres. Union National bank.
Grand Monthly frawing,
At the Acatleto, ‘,1 Music, New, rleans,
Tuesday February 12, POO,
CAPITAL PRIZE $300 000.
iuti,to• Tickets at Twenty Dollars each.
Halves $10; Quarters $:N; Tenths 12;
Twentleths$1
I.IPIT rsizEm.
I l'ItIZE OF l'int,Unt) Is • .
of lial,000 Is. ..... 1401,1100
or woo lid  :OA*
15,110 ... 2.5.0da
2 PRIZES of I0,000 are•
of r,,0110 are .. ti,11111.0
2.5 " of I,.00 are. Z•NAitst
100 of :410 ant 
551 •• of Ng are  110,000
of 'Ili are . 100,000
A PPR( iE I M AT1ON PRIZES.
100 Prize.' of WO Are .... . OM
IOU of lc are . ...... . lin me
" of 461.) ere  'X WU
TEIRKINAL PRIZES.
990 Prizes of $100 are 
980 •• of IOU are 
8,134 Prizea amounting to $
Nora.-Tlekets drawing Capital Prizes arc
not entitled to terminal Prizes.
gar FOR °ix it RATES, or any further In-
formation desired, write legibly to tile Under-
signed, clearly stating your residence. with
State, County, Street mid Number. Nb.re
rapid return mall delivery will he assured b‘
your encluaing an En% elope bearing )our
address.
Send Postal Notes, Express Money Orders,
of New York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express. (at our expense) ad-
dressed M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, 1.a.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Washington, D.C.
ADDRESS REGINTY.Itth LETTERS To
NEW ORLE.1NS N.1TION.lI, HANK,
New I irlratis. La.
"RE MEMII R. that the pm% meld of Prize*
I. oraiesNTeen HY NATIONAE
RANKS of New I o•leanm, and 1 heTlekets •re
signed by the President of fin Institution,
whose chartered rights are reeognized In the
highest Courts; I heretore, bey% areof all Unita-
lions ationy  ow brines."
ONE DOLLAR is the price of the smallest
part or (rat-titan oft. Ticket ISIst
In any Drawing. Anything In our name of'
tented for low than a boiler las swindle.
Administrator's Eale
As administrator of Jerry firaves, deeeased.
I on Saturday. February 2nd, laid. on the
farm of weld (braves. deeesiaed, one Mils north
of Crofton, sell to the highest bidder, his en-
tire crop of tobacco. consisting of about 12
acres. The sale will la. made on a credit of
Mg months with approved security.
w2t L. Jon N,4.4!‘, A4111111111Itrktfir.
1E33E31W:1E3C la v.
Female College
The fall term will 4 411VII August 27, irccs, with
a full faculty. Special care In pupils desiring
to enter the classes In Elocution, 'Music, Art,
nd Modern Language*. Call at College or




NESSEE WAGONS, I, 2, and 4-
horse, east skein, steel skein and twi-
ne f4TUDEBAKER and  Tolilcoollott
low axle, all warranted the best made
and lightest draft. Call and examine
our stock. We can please you both
in goods and price.
Respectfully,





SMALL TALK. THE PROFIT OF WATER-WORKS. THAT
The Tobacco Leaf 'subtleties the fol. 
A Few iteasonot Why the I. ity Should
lowing item from the Birmingham I 
(so n and Conan)! S)atent.
For the New Ent. 
'Pi 1111
Newt for the special delectation of
l 
Hopkinsville should own her water- jits Hopkineville friends:
The (lido Valley Railway is rapidly extend-
ing from Hendenddm, Ky., to Erin, Tenn , and
thence to Sheffield and Florence. The presi-
dent ways he will bridge the Tennessee at Shef-
field, that tic may have direct access t, the
central depoeitory of Alabama's mineral
richedi at Birmingham. Every trunk line
railway system, connecting the north and
south, is coming to Birmingham, annual receipts to be ULM) and the
Even this is hardly news. because expense eztoluo, leaving a profit of
it has been no secret that the Ohio $7,200 In the city treasury.
V alley was seeking a southern term- 
liaVe made frequent trips 




um, and its secretary and president





The NEw ERA, sPeaStnt or the call itl.In
Mr. H. A. Neale 0,6y-come • candidate for the
legislature, nays: "If he can not make a bet tiv
representative than • railroad bujiden the
county will be poorly represented.- 1,14'.• ear-
nestly wish that. whoever reprerents this
comity 111 not meet with the amount f
dogged opposition a Ith widen Mr. Neale line
been confronted in Die railroad enterprise.—
M ft-Id 1 iemoc rat .
N'et if his friends in that county
stand by him in his canvass for legis-
lative honors, as closely as the New
Ems. has done in his railroad enter-
prise he will certaluly be elected.
***
Thel). V.110,4 Issli very inueh delayed ii
building its road out of l'Ellieetoti south, Int
it Was uot the high water that did It. Wil
some one please rise and et ',iglu glint it was
and calm agitated mind?—
Clarksv I I le T.0..acco Leaf.
She isn't agitated very much at
present, thank you. The road will be
built, Slid that is all she wants to
know Strange, but tile building of
that road seems to ranee you people
a heap more trouble than it does tin.
CC
Stale Treasurer Sharp's card claim-
ing ifidoreement at the hands of the
Democracy for re-election seems to
have stirred up a hornet's nest. This
move was an unwise one, we believe,
as the people cannot be brought to see
their indebtedness to any office-
holder; in other words they consider
him but their servant, and if there is
any intlehtedneee it is generally on
his part.
cc„
Some people are en thoughtless!
The city treasurer nf Maysville, who
left that city the other day, has failed
as yet to mend his preeent address,
thereby causing his friends much
worry, as they do not know whether
the 0,000 he carried off was eutlicient
to pay his expenses to I 'anada.
**it
A bill has been Jut o eiticed in the
Pennsylvania legislature making it a
oenal offenee, punishable by heavy
fine for one pert' 'n to "treat" another
to intoxicating liquors. Sueh a bill
would stand no more show before a
Kentucky assembly than a a nitwit.
worm In a Melt pond.
•••
The settatorial dletriet embraeing
Daviess and Me Lean eounties It allye
with vandbinten for the sionatorship.
Judge J. C. Jontion ham already an-
nounced, while Genie Gates and Dr.
J. E. !lay nes are coming head ou.
I.
The Princeton, Marion & Ohio
River railroad has waived its elaim to
the $10,000 recently voted It in Herr--
vane precinct, l'nion county, by a
majority of three, because of the dis-
satisfaction ill that community.
st.•
Those Clarkiiville papers handle
the word "reclamation" as if they
were thoroughly 'steed to It. Say,
what does it mean, anyway? We've
never had occasion to look it up over
this way.
With a large and elegant tobacco
exchange, a mammoth new ware-
house, waterworks anti quite likely a
market house, Hopkinsville will loom
up like an electric light in a fog.
•••
-There's many a slip 'twixt the
cup and the lip,' remarked a Main
street man this morning as he sud-
denly sat down on the slick pavement
and a bottle in his pocket.
•*•
The government bull-dozed Hayti,
tile newspapers 'kited Germany, anti
if Portugal don't la-have herself, at' 11
send the Latham Light Guarile down
there.
•••
The available military strength of
this country, 9,000,000 men and
Son-in-Law Shepard, is respectfully
referred to Ilismarek for eonsider-
ation.
C.
If you will devote as nitieh time to
your own business as you do to the
affairs of others, you will be much
better offend the world will thank
you.
se*
The prevailing sentiment is in favor
of building the waterworks, and the
council can immortalize load, by giv-
ing us the same.
A. usual Picador's letter, which are
pears in to-day's issue, is brimfull of
interest.
Eczema, Itchy, Sealy, Skin Tortures.
The simple applicat ion of "Swayne's
Ointment,"without any internal med-
icine, will cure any ease of TetWr, Salt
Rheum, Ringworm, Pile/4, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Eczema, all Sealy, Itchy
Skin Eruptions, no matter how obsti-
nate or long standing. It is potent,
flective, and costs but a trifle.
Bad Henderson Bop,.
The Henderson Gleaner says: Two
boys, Jim Powers and Clarence Rob-
ands were standing yesterday even-
ing in front of Mr. J. E. Adkins'
grocery store, corner :or Second and
Alvtuda streets, using language mate-
coming. Mr. Adkins walked out and
remonstrated with the youths and as
a recompeuse for his good advice
Powers whifeted out a knife and
slashed him across the ear, inflicting
a slight wmind. Robardm, who was
near by, picked up a brick and threw
it, striking Mr. Atikine on the head.
Fortunately the gentleman was not
badly injured, but it is no fault of the
offenders of the law that he was not
killed.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. W. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
done home one evening, feeling a pe-
culiar tightness in the chest. Before
retiring, he tried to draw a long
breath but found it almost impossible.
He suffered four days from Pneumo-
nia, and the (lectors gave him up. Dr.
Acker'm Engl jell remedy for eousump-
tion saved him and he is well to-day.
Sold by H. H. Garner, druggist.
- -
iteal Estate Transfer,,.
J. 11. miven awl wife to Ilutson
Morris, M acre* land in district No.
3, $400. J. H. DuvOtli and wife to
Limon Morris lirt acres land in de,-
trite No. 3, $400.110.
Battles's Arnica Salve.
The beet salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, '(cent, Salt Rheum
Fever Sores, Telter. Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Pilen,or no
pay required. It is guarranteed to
give perfect satisfaction, or money
refunded. Price 2.5 cents per box.
FIrsale by Harry B. Garner,
works, as a source of city revenue; as
a source of cheaper water than pri-
vate corporations can furnish; as a
reducer of fire insurance rates; as a
great economizer for manufactorieo.
Henderson owns her water-works
and the report for les7 showed the
for I14e7 were $10,600; annual cost
$4,000. leaving a surplue of $6,600.
This is the experience of all well
managed water-works which are mu
nicipal property. After the building
of the works, the only process whieh
the water goes through is that of fil-
tration, teal the pipes then supply the
consumer with the raw material as
It conies from nature's fountain.
Cities 41ill supply water more cheaply
titan private corporations. for the
obvious reason that in the former
case, citizens eeek only the benefits of
a4
and in the latter ease individuals
m m ake the inveKtent for the beet
profit.•on and abundant supply,venient 
If the water-works ate ovned by
the city she can make generous terms
ith manufacturers to build up local
induetries; a highly important con-
sideration, wide,' is of direct inter-
est to any manufacturer, and of gen-
eral Interest to every one who is in-
terested in the protqwrity of Hop-
kinsville.
As to the reduction in instiranee
rates, tile construction of water-
works, with the establishment of
tire-plugs and a good tire department,
would lower insurance, according to
the statement of an able expert in
insurance, from twenty to twenty-
five per cent. The saving thus made
by property holders and business
men would more than pay the coot of
constructing water-works within a
comparatively brief period. For il-
lustration; Kipp se the annual coot
insurance ill a town, without wa-
ter-works to le. $40,000; a reduction
of tuenty per cent. in Insurance rates
would make an annual saving of
ts,000, equal in ten years to $.80,000,
and ill fifteen years to $120,000.
The taemomy of using soft water
for boilers is in striking contrast with
the use of hard Or limestone water
for that purpose.
A leading manufacturer of this
place ass's that the ordinary life of a
boiler using river or stilt water is
fifteen years: end of a boiler using
hard water three years. Limestone
water town cuts out the hraes-fittings,
valves, etc., and makes It necessary
to replace them. These repairs are
very expeneive. Several of our milk
have spent front $600 to $1,000 in
trying to obtain water end heve sue-
eeed1•11 ill Obtaillifig hard water only,
to the detriment or their engines.
A boiler of IliKly•IlOrPIP power costs
about PM and if It times hard water
will cost $ re) a year, on an average,
for repairs.
Forbes la Bro. state that a system
of water-works would reduce their
ineuranee $600, act•ording to the state-
ment of an ineuraece expert, and
that a proportional saying would be
realized by every mill in town, where
limestone water is used for generat-
ing steam. These are facts which
prove the paramount importance of
pushing the water-works project in
the city council until it shall be an
accomplished fact.
Comst CLU Room.
TAKE IT I TIlE.
"For want of a nail, a shoe was
host; for want of a shoe, a horse was
lost; for want of a horse, a rider was
lost." Never neglect small things.
The first signs of pneumonia and
consumption can positively be
checked by Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption. Sold by
H. B. Garner. druggist.
Died, Jan.1"17Mthe,nilesitt"ria, 1"-Mrs. Hannah
King, aife of Mr. A. C. King, of Pon,
Ky.
Mrs. King had been for many years
a faithful, earnest Christian, and a
menibt r of the Baptist church t at
New Barren Springs. Possessing a
keen sense of duty, drawing the line
of action sharply betweeu right anti
wrong, fearlessly rebuking sin when
others would shrink and falter, such,
front a most casual view, was Han-
nalt ; but those who knew her hest,
who walked closely with her down
life's thorny way, knew that, added
to these virtues she possessed a warm,
tender heart, capable of loving with
a etrength and purity which few
hearts could know, and willing to
make any sacrifice for those she
loved. lier's was a bright, sunny na-
ture, happy herself, and looking al-
ways on the bright side of life, she
made all happier who eame within
tile circle of her acquaintance. The
stricken family anti a large number of
friends and relatives followed the
dear clay to its last resting place.
The erowd ming "Jesus Lover of My
Soul," and prayer was offered by Dr.
Howard. As the coffin was lowered
into the grave the weeping husband
and his four motherless little ones
turned entity away, bitter tears welled
up from many an aching heart, and
many a silent prayer went up for
those so sadly bereft. While I write
this the sweet sunlight that dances so
nu•rrily through my room, is shining
warm and bright, through the shiver-
ing (odors out there in the still grave-
yard and on the low, myrtle-fringed
grave where is buried so much of
goodness and beauty ; and yet it is not
for her sake theme ecalding tear-drops
fall, not that she has lost one ray of
life's brilliant dream. Ali, no, NVe
lift our eyes through faitlt, anti see her
fairer than any subtly dream has pie-
tured happiness, briohter then any
star that lights the world's midnight;
happy, happy with the Savior she so
dearly loved. We eannot weep tor
her rake, but for ourselves, left with-
out the loving friend, the sweet, wise
mother, the faithful, patient, sympa-
thetic. wife. How we shall miss the
ready counsel, the willing hand, the
winning einile! How often we shall
listen for the light fontstepe and thna
Yolee that is now ringing in the songs
the angels sing! It is hard indeed to
bow these stubborn hearts to the' n wbilel
of our God and say, "Thy
done," In the faa:e of so much sorrow.
We can but realise how Imperfect and
unstable are all tite Impel, and joys in
this world, but we can say with truth:
"nos sweet to think that on our ryes,
A lovelier shall yet arise,
That we shall wake from sorrow's dream
Beside a tam. and II% lug stream."
I. M. K.
PROMPTNESS.
First a eold, then a cough, then
consumption, then death. "I took
Dr. Aekere English remedy for con-
sumption the moment I began to
to cough, and I believe it saved my
life."—W ALTER N. WA LLACF:, Wash-
ington. Sold by H. B. Garner, drug-
gist.
 SENSATION.
Details of the Alleged
Scandal at Henderson.
AN INNOCENT GIRL ENTICED INTO
A HOUSE OF EVIL
But Frightens Her Scoundrel') Escort
Into Releasing Her—Her Would-
be Seducer Publicly Whipped.
The Young Lady's Honor Vindicated
and the Guilt Played Where it
Belt)..g..— lite Facts MA
They Are.
Monday's Daily :
In the Saturday's issue of the NEVI'
ERA appeared an article embracing
several extracts from recent issues of
the Henderson papers relative to a
sensation which has been brewing in
that city for several weeks in which
a young lady of Hopkinsville is con-
spicuous. The NEW ERA had no idea
when these extracts were published
that the lady in the case was from
Hopkineville, and the information
included in the clippings was the ex-
tent of ite knowledge upon the sub-
ject. The article created a great deal
of talk upon the streets and set the
forked tongue of scandal in motion.
We are glad to be able this evening
to give to the public in detail an
account of the deplorable affair
gathered from the most reliable
sources. We are glad that we are en-
abled to throw upon the whole trans-
action the light which will dissolve
the black cloud of scandal which had
gathered over the head of the young
lady and to fix upon the shoulders of
a 'social viper the guilt of having at-
tempted to rob her of her virtue and
her honor.
The perversions and misrepresen-
tations which have filled the columns
of the Henderson and Evansville pa-
pers purporting to be the true version
of the matter have come as a general
thing from the guilty man or his
friends and appear as contemptible as
their originator when compared with
the statement of the young lady who
refused to become his victim.
Miss Lulu Winfree, daughter of
Judge W. P. Winfree, of this city,
visited her aunt, Mrs. P. H. Cun-
ningham, in Henderson during the
month of December. Willie the
she received no little attention at the
hands of tho' young men of that city
and among others one G. G. Slaugh-
ter, alio Is employed in a railroad of-
flee at that place. Slaughter all her
marked attention and asked to be al-
lowed to escort her to Evansville on
January 12th, whert• a match game
of polo was to be played between the
Henderson and Evansville clubs. As
a great number of young people were
going under the guardianship
of Mrs. Major, and as
the young lady had seen nothing
thus far in the young man indicative
of his real character, she consen-
ted to accompany him.
While on the boat during the jour-
ney Slaughter proposed to Miss Win-
free that they should accept an in-
vitation which he claimed to have re-
ceived by telegraphs from a friend of
his named Hurd, to take dinner
with the latter. She assured him
that site had no objections provided
the consent of the chaperone, Mrs.
Major. was first obtained. Slaughter
told her that he had spoken to Mrs.
Major about the matter and that she
had given her consent. Subsequent
developments showed this to have
been a deliberate falsehood and the
first link in the damnable chain of
infamy which lie had conceived.
Upon the arrival at Evansville
Miss Winfree and Slaughter separa-
ted front the party and the latter
called a cab rind gave directions to
the driver which she did not under-
stand. They were driven rapidly
through the streets, Miss Winfree in
the mean time having implicit confi-
dence in her es:•ort. The carriage
finally drew up before an evil house
on Engle street, when Miss Winfree
observing the name of a woman
above the door asked in surprite if
this was the residence of Mn, Hurd.
Slaughter told her that Mn. and Mrs.
Hurd boarded there. This satisfied
the curiosity of the innocent girl anti
they entered the house of evl-
together. Slaughter upon entering
bolted the door. Miss Winfree ob-
serving his action asked indignantly
what he meant by such an ac-
tion. The scoundrel having succeed-
ed in enticing the young lady into the
house had no reason now to conceal
hie real motive and um:nu-eking him-
self declared boldly that this was an
assignation house. Upon this the
young lady now thoroughly alive to
the situation indignantly demanded
that the door be opened instantly and
threatened to call for help. The cow-
ard well knowing that she would put
her threat into execution opened the
door and Miss Winfree darted out into
the street followed by Slaughter who
overtook her before she had reached
the corner. By threats and entreaties
he succeeded in persuading her to al-
low him to accompany her back to
the rilik where their party had ad-
journed to witness the game of polo.
They had been absent from the Hen-
derson party about thirty minutee
anti when they they returned it was
noticed that the young lady had noth-
ing to say to her escort and avoided
him as far as possible, the air of both
indicating suppressed excitement.
She asked a young man named Hart
who was of their party to see her to
the boat. Hart replied that Slaughter
was a friend of his and by doing this
lie would give offense, and observing
that she was excited urged her not to
make a scene but go quietly back to
the boat with her escort. This she
finally eonsented to do and returned
home with the villain. Slaughter
had threatened in case she told any-
one of the 000urence to kill the party
who championed her cause whoever
he may he. This did not deter her from
her duty and upon her arrival at Mr.
Cunninghant's she did not hesitate to
tell of the whole affair, with-
holding nothing. Mrs. Cunning-
ham did not tell her husband of the
matter for several days after this and
he had received some intimation of
it before she acquainted him with
the full particulars. Mr. Cunning-
ham immediately interviewed Mies
Winfree and satisfied himself that
her 'statement was true and exactly
contrary to the reports which the
villian Slaughter circulated. Mr.
Cunningham very wisely reduced
Miss W'infree's statement to writing
and Wednesday morning meeting
Slaughter on the streets of Hender-
son asked him into a business houee
with which he is eonnected and
drawing the paper from him pocket
told Slaughter to read it carefully
and having read to sign it.
Slaughter grew greatly exelted as
his eye passed over the words and
finally putting aside the paper said:
"Its a data lie and I will not sign
it." •
Mr. Cunningham then took a whip
and gave the eontemptable dude a
sound eowhiding while he whined
and begged for mercy. lie was glad
to sign the paper when Cunningham
released'him. The sts'ement that
Cunningham drew a revolver is de-
nied by the latter gentleman who
was seen by a NEVI' Etta reporter.
He Kays that Slaughter after the cas-
tigation threw his hand to his pocket
and that he, Cunningham, opened a
drawer and showed him a revolver
and giving him to understand that
he was prepared for the worst.
After Slaughter had left the store
and consulted with his friends he
wrote the following card which was
published in the papers on the fol-
lowing (hay:
TO THE 'There.
There is in the possession of one P.
H. Cunningham, of this city, a state-
ment in writing with my name sub-
scribed to it. I wish to say that nty
signature thereto was procured by
unmanly and cowardly means, with-
out warning of any kind, when un-
armed and suspecting no trouble.
My signature Was e0111pelied by the
threat and peril of instant assassina-
tion. The document contains state-
ments wholly untrue anti I now pub-
licly repudiate it.
(1. G. SLAUGHTER, JR.
Slaughter, after the publication of
Ole card, made a special trip to
Evansville where he had himself in-
terviewed and sueeeeiled in having
things ills own way In the Evansville
papers. In the Gleaner of Sunday
morning Mr. Cunningham publishes
the following earll whielt is direttly
to the point:
To TIIE Pl'111.1c :
Referring to the card published by
(1. G. Slanghter, Jr., in both the
Gleaner and Journal of yesterday, I
desire to state that the paper which
he claims to have signed under such
trying circumstances, related simply
but concisely the facts EA given to me
by the lady herself, and carefully
noted while tracing up the extent of
his perfidy, and subsequently sub-
mitted to him for his perusal, as I
did not dare to risk taxing my pa-
tience or forbearance to the extent of
orally rehearsing to him the nature
of an offense with which he was al-
ready too well acquainted.
He undoubtedly signed the paper
front an extreme willingness to show
his gratitude, having discovered by
that time I WEN not likely to dole out
to him the full punishment he well
knew lie so richly deserved.
Having shown the statement to
which he thus affixed his name to a
few friends, so that its purport might
not be wantonly misconstrued, I had
done with It and with the wretch who
so basely abused the confidence which
I had hitherto placed in him. As to
his repudiation of the paper referred
to, or the truth or falsity of its con-
tents, I care little if anything, and
had no bearing whatever on my ac-
tion in the premises.
Of the despicable subterfuges, per-
sistent lying and contradictory state-
ments which he has made to various
parties in his besmirching efforts to
ward off public contumely, I have
only to say that they are as false as
hell and worthy only of coming from
the most debased of human creatures,
and can only the more glaringly pre-
sent him to the public for what he is.
As to the insinuation of eowardice
conveyed in his card, it holds good to
the extent of the motive which re-
strained me from doing my whole
duty. Still further I wish to add
right here that, in Xiew of the con-
temptible statement made by him in
to-days Evansville Courier, where he
makes a sickly attempt at playing
angel in the case at hand, I am pre-
pared upon short with.* to give the
public another chapter, wherein this
self-styled angel ntay have to explain
to parties who may not be as lenient
to hint as I have been.
P. H. Ct
The Owenahoro Inquirer of Satur-
day after publimhing the facts as near-
ly as it was possible for it to obtain
them, and after an interview with
Slaughter himself, thus swine up the
sensation:
Slanghter ham acted the rascal
whether his story (Jr the girl's be the-
correct one, and lie should be grate-
ful to Cunningham for not shooting
him on eight. He, however, appears
to feel that he has been treated out-
rageously in being made sign a paper
to clear the name of a girl whom he
had, by his own statement, placed in
a compromising position.
Slaughter will endeavor to make it
appear that Miss Winfree accepted
his attentions after the return front
Evansville and during the remainder
of her visit to her aunt. This, of
course, is as false as the rest of his
statement and as false as his own
cowardly heart. Although he did
eall at the house where she was a
guest, he was ignored and treated by
her as he deserves to be by every la-
dy who respects herself and her sex.
The plot to effect the ruin of a young,
beautiful and unsuspecting girl was
conceived in his own black heart, and
the cowardly attempt to make her a
party to the plan is vrortity of the be-
ing who originated it.
The matter stands now where we
left it. The young lady's honor is
vindicated and guilt is placed where
It belongs.
talre Him Seltzer.
A telegram Says: An Indiana man
is slowly dying with hiccoughs, and
the doctors can find nothing to relieve
him.
SOCIAL AND OTHERWISE.
A Brilliant Reception Gives by Mr.
and Mrs. Ned Lout.
Walter Radford Elected city Tax C44-•
lector—Other Matters of Local
Interest.
One of the most agreeable affairs of
the social season WWI the party at the
beautiful home of mr. and Mrs. Ned
Long Friday evening in honor of
their guest, Miss Lula Watkins, of
Montgomery. The friends of the host
and hostess were well aware of the
sacrifice they would make by failing
to respond on this occasion to the
kind invitations. The incleniency of
the weather is a barrier easily sur-
mounted when there is an induce-
ment sufficient to justify the effort.
Such was certainly the case Friday
night.
The guests arriving were met at the
door by Master Neville Heater and
Master Stanley Long, two little gen-
tlemen as gallant and graceful as
pages of the court. They were ushered
inte the large double parlors, where
Mr. and Mrs. Long dispenned the
dunce; incumbent upon their respec-
tive positions as host and hostess in
a manner which not only made their
guests feel perfectly at ease but con-
tributed in a great measure to the
pleasure of the evening. At 10:30
o'clock the gay assembly adjourned
to the dining room, where three long
tables were burdened with the most
substantial edibles and decorated
with the choicest fruits and flowers
and delicacies of every description.
The attack was vigorous, prolonged
and decisive and the retreat slow and
reluctant. After the elegant supper
Mr. and Mrs. long rendered several
beautiful and appropriate selections
on violin and piano.
With a congenial gathering of
friends the flight of time is unnoticed,
and midnight had stolen by before
anyone was aware of .theit houe. The
The guests of the evening with the
costumes of the ladies were as fol-
lows:
Miss Lula Watkins, baby-blue alba-
tross, diamonds.
Miss Mary Bell, black silk, scarlet
trimmings, jet ornaments.
Misses Nannie and Mary Barbour,
white nun's veiling, diamonds.
Miss Willie NVallace, brown silk,
sapphires.
Miss Jennie Means, figured brocade
albatross, pearls.
Miss Fannie !Allard, gray and vs hite
silk, pink cameos.
Miss Edith Boulware, black silk
with white lace, diamonds.
Mrs. Will Tandy, cream satin with
pink trimmings.
Mrs. Dunn, peacock plush, pink
cameos.
Mrs. Long, Cream and black silk,
diamonds.
The gentlemen present were:
Messrs. Will Johnson', Kit Wyly,
Walter Radford, John Burnett, Will
Weeks, 11'111 Cooper, Sam Hester,
John Ellis, James Cooper, George
Metcalfe, S. Walton Forgy, and Frank
Bell.
The Contest Ended.
At a special meeting of the city
council held at the usual place Friday
evening for the purpose of electing a
city tax collector for the ensuing year,
Mr. Walter Radford was chosen to
the responsible and lucrative posi-
tion on the 25th ballot. The contest
from the first ballot was lively and
interesting as there were a large num-
ber of candidates, any one of whom
would have made a good and faithful
&Meer. The chair cast the decisive
vote for Mr. Radford, the 25th ballot
resulting in a tie between Mr. Allen
W'allis and Mr. Itadford.
The new tax collector is a young
man only twenty-two years of age but
has already given evidence of his
business ability. He is young, active,
energetic and one of the most moral
and exemplary boys in Hopkinsville.
His selection is an honor of which he
and his friends may well feel proud
as it is directly the reward of merit
and worth. Alive to the responsibil-
ity of the trust that has been placed
upon him, hue will serve the city
faithfully and well.
Medical men often puzzle them-
selves over the large sale that Dr.
Bull's Baby Syrup enjoys. Its great
popularity is due only to the excel-
lent qualities possessed by this house-
hold medicine. 2.5ettlis.
If you want to feel well and lively,
use taxation All druggists keep it.
Priee only :!..") cents.
College News.
The Lotus Literary Society of
Bethel Female college held its usual
session on Friday evening with the
following programme:
Mud,' stem Pearl Conn
Iteettat ion ....... Miss Claude Grainger
Reading  .Mies Ella Ellis
MINS Lchit Morehead!leading •
News mid note* . Miss Birdie Hopson
hi electing newpfficers the follow-
ing were appointod:-.  President, MLm
Pearl Conn; secretary, Miss Emma
Greene; reporter, Mims Fannie Bas-
sett; reception committee, Misses
Jessie Wood, Lelia Morehead, Daisy
Basket( and I •laudie Grainger. The
poet Holmes and his works continued
for the next two meetings.
Blood Will TeIL
There is no question about-Tr—blood
will tell—especially if it is-an impure
blood. Blotches, eruptions, pimples
and boils, are all symptoms of AR im-
pure blood, due to the improper ac-
tion of the liver. When this impor-
tant organ fails to properly perform
its function of purifying and deans-
hip the blood. impurities are carried
to all parts of the sYstem, and the
symptoms above referred to are mere-
ly evidencem of the struggle of Nature
to throw off the poisonous germs.
Unless her warning be heeded in
time, serious results are certain to
follow, culminating in liver or kid-
ney disorders, or even in t•onsump-
tion. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Diseovery will prevent and cure
these diseases, by restoring the liver
IO A healthy condition.
TERRIBLE FOREWARN15O5.
Cough in the morning, hurried or
difficult breathing, raising phlegm,
tightness in the cht•st, quickened
breath, chilliness in the evening or
sweats at night, all or any of these
things, are the first stages of eon-
eumption. Dr. Acker 's English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful symptoms, anti is sold
under a positive guarantee by H. B.
Garner, Druggist.
Near Scottsville, in Allen county,
Porter, the sevips-year-old son of H.
O. Atwood, shot and instantly killed
Isis infant sister, while the parents
were away. Why he did it no one
knows. He found a gun in the ward-
robe of the house, loaded it, anti then
fired the fatal idiot, the load tearing-
away the child's skull and a portion
of one band. When the parents re-
turned hvie, he Kahl his sister bad,
fallen in Me tire and burned to death,
but afterwards confeetted to shooting
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Use your old lugs and trash in fer-
tilizing your laud. It will be worth
more money to you there than on the
market.
"JACK TUE KISSER," has tied St.
Louis, being nearly worked to death
there. Unfortunately for him he hat.
oae to Cincinnati.
A BILL authorizing the governor to
offer $S,000 for the apprehension 01
the murderer of Clayton has been
passed by the Arkansas legislature.
Give us a full investigation of the
water works problem, gentlemen ce
the council. We need these work,
badly, and feel sure of the practiea-
bility of the scheme. '
THE Paducah Standard says tbat
Col. Thos. G. Poore has been in that
oection for several days looking after
his political fencers Better put up a
stake and rider, Colonel.
OLD Jins-Jams Blair, of the select
eenate committee on woman suffrage.
has reported favorably a resolution
declaring is favor of granting to
"female women" the right to vote.
THE Commercial club elsewhere
furnishes some figures on tbe water-
works question that should be read
and pondered over. The facts set
forth are too plain to be contradicted.
THAT was quite an appropriate
warning which an Evansville woman
sent to her husband informing him
that unless he quit staying out so late
at night, a "white cap" would take
him to West.
A TARIFF reform convention Will
be held at Chicago, opening on the
Inth inst. Chairman Alford of the
Democratic State Central committee
has iesued a call on the Democrats of
this state to attend.
ON these cold, clear mornings, it
one listens closely, the sound of Jno.
G. Graddoek smacking his lips in
anticipation of the feast at Owens-
boro in June can be plainly heard in
any portion of the state.
Mies. HARRISON iS mad, hoppin'
bilin' mad, and says she's tired of
being made a circus of. Why, bless
your dear old soul, Sarah Jane,
what'd we elect you and old sawed-
off fer, ennyhow?
THE Evansville Courier has a $50,-
000 libel suit on its hand, brought
about by the publication of an article
charging a sell-out on the part of the
Citizen's Electric Light Company to
a rival and thereby defrauding the
city.
A ROCK eaturated with oil was dis-
covered while digging a well on the
farm of Mrs. Tucker, in Todd county,
and the innocents are going to bore
for petroleum. Take some good ad-
vice, neighbors, and fill that well up
about ten feet above the top, then
build an iron fence around it lock
the gate and bury the key, else
you will live to rue it.
THE Chicago Tribune triumphs. It
has waged relentlees war upon the
corrupt officials and their ways in
that city, and as a consequence dam-
age suits to the amouset of a million
dollars were brought,,,but the Times
kept up the tight and now has the
eatisfaction of knowing that theee of-
ficials have been discharged and that
its circulation has been increased
many thousands.
THERE is a movement on foot at
Washington wbich is said to have
the president's approval to have Sen-
ator Kenna withdraw from the con-
test in West Virginia. The idea is
that it is impossible to have him re-
elected and that some other Democrat
may be successful, thus saving the
seat to the party. Asa compensation
it is propoeed that the president shall
nominate Mr. Kenna Inter-State
l'ommiseioner, "senatorial courtesy"
making it certain that he would be
immediately confirmed.
Lirr us have • general eervice pension of
not Mew than $14 a month for every survivor
with an increase where the man served more
than KO days, or where he Is now dleabled.
Thie Is only ecant just ice.-Wasia ington Tri-
bune.
Scant justice! That but feebly ex-
presses it. They should all be given
;39 per month, and in addition to that
their wives should be allowed $15
each, their children $10, uncles, aunts
and eousine es, grand children $5 and
other kinsfolk in proportion. What's
the Use of a surplue unlese we can
give to threw veterans who "tit, bled
and died" for this ga-lo-orious union.
'Rah for Ben Butler and the Goddess
of Liberty!
THE election of young Waiter Rad-
ford to the city tax collectorship does
not seem to be satisfactory to a great
many people. The principal objec-
tions urged are that he didn't need it
arid that there were many others who
by right of hard work for the city and
new board deserved it. While all
this is true, the election has been
made, and cannot be altered. and we
hail as well make the best of it. We
believe he will perform the duties en-
cumbent upon him in a satisfactory
manner, and this is all we can ask.
Let Uit drop this subjeet and devote
more time to working for the future
ot our city anti less to criticising the
arts of people, especially when that
criticism can accomplish nothing.
THE critical illness of Hon. D. A.
(Modell, late Republican eandldate
for governor of New Hampshire, has
given rise to fears of a curious politi-
cal complication in the event of his
death. At the recent election there
was no choice by the people and the
constitution provides Met the legisla-
ture on joint ballot shall select one of
the two candidates receiving the
highest vote. Should Mr. Goodell
die before the legislature meete, Mr.
Amsden, the Dentocratie candidate,
will be the only choice unless the
prohibition candidate is eligible.
But as the legislature is Republican
and desires that the governorehip be
kept in that party, it will not If there
Is another alternative choose either
of these men. It is suggested that,
as the sesembly will have no official
knowledge of the death of Mr. Good-
ell, that it elect him governor.where-
spore under the constitution, the
president of the senate, who is a Re-
publican, would succeed to the chair.
•
LYING TONG E -
My known virtue IA from seandel free.
--Dryden.
What mockery! What home is
there ie which this serpent may,not
creep, to sting with its poisodous
fangs oome unsuspecting inmate!
What shield is so spotless that it may
not in a .motuent be blawkened and
foulest by the dirty trail of this slimy
monster! What flower so pure and
fair that may not be blasted by the
withering breath of this deadly upas!
the happier the home, the more joy
in its wrecking; the whiter the
shield, the blacker the excrescence;
the fairer the flower, the more with- 1
ering the breath. Truer far could I
could the poet have said: My virtue'
is but scandal's target.
anoient days &Initial-mongers
were punished by having their
tongues cut out, and one Is montetimee
inclined to regret that we cannot new
inflict upon them a punishment so
mete. No tale is so vile that they eo
not g,ory in bearing it ; none so sick-
ening that they 'do not find pleasure
in publishing it.
Side by side with the scandal-rnee-
rer stanae the gosiiper, ever ready to
cast the first stone, to throw the first
shade. A word dropped here is
picked up, coated and covered with
slime and dropped there, where lit
inay rankle and grow fetid, produc-
ing a festering sore. Capable of
nothing good, he believes all bad, and
goes stalking through the world, dee-
pised of men, unloved of tiod,-a fit
representative of the devil whom he
eerves,-and who when he conies to
lie will be consigned to that part of
the Eighth circle where waadere
"weeping Ali" and those who
"While they lived, did woe scandal end
Tin: following litele paragraph is
'low seem: the rounds of the pre's+,
sopied from the Clarksville Prom-reef!:
News has been sent out of an uuthentie na-
ture to the effect that the a V. ris tl nest' st
not go to !Lipkin:011ie, Wit If built at nli
run to Lafayette and Murray, thretizh mil:-
mot section'of the state 'nee news has its
origim as we learn, with Mr. Keleey. mai--
lent of the hattl, Rad Ali midi not he quest toned.
Mereover, everything tend/she confirm. as tle,
work recently- begun t he pr000s.sit line has
'-'eased altogether.
This first appeared about a month
ago, and the NEW ERA at once pro-
eeeded to give it a very black eye.
For the information of friends of the
press we will state that there is abso-
lutely no foundation to the story.
_ _
PLEAsAiter J. POTTER, Of BOWIliaif
Green, has contributed the necessary
additional $5,000 to insure the erect-
ion of the female seminary in that
city, and the college will bear his
name. In no other way eould the
gentleman have better invested his
surplus money, and the monument
which he thus erects to hie inemory
will be even more lasting than the
walls, for it will be engrafted in the
minds of generations yet unborn and
pass on down the ages through the
leeds and aecomplishments of those
elueated threugh Pie noble gen-
erosity.
_____________
A nese will be presented to the
Tennessee legislature to-day to reduce
the fees of printers for publishing le-
gal advertising. Thoae fees are so
low now that there is absolutely no
profit in their publication, and if still
further reduced, the papers cannot
afford to do the work. The proper
thing under these eircumstanees
for the publishers to refuse to handle
the matter at the reduced rates, and
24 the law compels publication, the
authorities; must streteh a point and
have it done.
IT is officially announced that Gov.
Buckner will not be a eamlidate for
United States senator. He says he
will not resign his present position
and that he would not enter the con-
test unless he did resign. This leaves
Joe Blaekburn as the only announced
candidate, but Wore Is plenty of good
timber unottielally annnonced in the
field, and Joe will not be allowed to
have everything his own way.
BISatARCK would postpone the con-
ference at Berlin over the Samoan
affair until after the inauguration of
the new president. The wily Width.
mat expects to gain wore by dealing
with Repuhlicans than Democrats.
This would seem reasonable from the
back-down attitude assumed by the
senate on the question when forced to
show its hand by Senator Reagan.
THE Tenneesee Rads are in a stir
over the disposition made of the felee
000 sent there by the Republican Ex-
ecutive committee during the reeent
campaign. An investigation reveals
the fact that it was appropriated ID
private use, and that precious little
ef it was spent In turning over the
state.
Too much strew; cannot be laid
upon the necessity of securing water-
works. Our city is growing right
along and the demand for this con-
venience increasing every day. The
committee appointed should not un-
necessarily delay their investigation
and report.
THE NEW ERA again arises to re-
quest the Chautauqua societies to
have Wendling deliver his famous
lecture on -Stonewall Jackson" when
he visits this city. No other will
draw such a large audience and so
well pleasse it.
Gee. A. E. STEVENSON has been
nominated by the president to be as-
eoriate justice of the supreme court
of the District of Columbia, and Nor-
man J. Coiemaa., of :Iissourl, to be
:secretary of agriculture.
Hox. W. O. BRADLEY will reply
to the toast "The Southern Ques-
tion," at the Linceln banquet at Co-
lumbus O., to-night. The south Is mix
iously waiting for Billy to settle this
vexed matter.
A SoRT of innoeuous desuetude
seents to have settled over the candi-
dates for collector of this district.
Major, can't you sorter stir up the
animals a little?
coetteEssitse MeCtostive has his
eye on Blackburn's seat in the senate,
anti should he enter the rate will at
least make it warm for that aerate-
m an.
Tin; bill to repeal the tobacco tax
will be reported by the appropriation
but it it6committee at an early day, Rev. Jas. L. Alleusworth; secretary,
believed that it will not pass. II. W. Bronaugh ; treasurer, Mist;
!Jennie V. Bell; chorister, Mrs. Peter
Tite indications from Washington Morgan; critic, Prof. A. H, Payne;
are that there is do likelihood of the eargeant at arms, W. Watt; asses-
passage of the Stuiday Rest bill.
. VASIIINGToN MATTERS.
A few days ago Mr. Cleve-
land removed Civil Service Com-
missioner Edgerton and nominated
Hugh S. Thompson, of South Caro-
lina, to succeed him. Mr. Thompson
is assistant secretary of the treasury
preeent and a very warm friend of
the president. The renewal of Mr.
Edgerton was not a surprise to any-
one familiar with the workings of the
commission. It had several times
beeit intimated to hint that his resig-
nation would be accepted, but he re-
fused to take the hint, and finally
when the ptesideut tusked him in plain
language to resign he decliued to do
ao, and the removal followed. Mr.
Edgerton is a good man, but holding
the opinions he does he should never
have accepted the office in the' fine
plaee. The removal leaves only one
commissioner in office, and he u
Republican. For that reason it is
thought that the senate will probably
tonfirm Mr. Thompeoze. as the law
provides for a Dtenocret on the board,
and there is another vaeancy into
which Gun. Harrhem can put a Re-
puhlican.
5**
:File report if the treasury exp.ats
ou the thrift bill shows that outside
of the interual revenue features the
measure will only make a reduction
of front three to five millions of dol-
lars. The house ways and means
committee will report the bill this
week, with a recommendation that
it be rejected. Just what will follow
if it be rejected it is difficult to say.
The internal revenue features of the
bill are satisfactory to quite a num-
ber of Demovrate in the house, and
unless they can be satisfied that the
Cowlee bill, repealing the tobacco
tax, now in the hands of Mr. Ran-
dall'e committee. or a eimilar one
%eel ,s• Minh-dee. le rep-. to
house, we will net be surprised SCl•
the senate bid adopted.
e**
Senator Vest le going to have some
fun with the Republican senators
wheu the senate conferees on the
Springer "Omnibus.' bill make their
report to the senate. Mr. Vest will
prove by the record that in 1875, when
New Mexico was thought to be Re-
publican, that many Ikpublicans now
in the senate voted in the house for
the admiseion of that territory along
with Colorado. Now he wants ' to
know why these same men oppose the
admission of that territory. The in-
ference is very plain to Senator Vest
and everybody else. New Mexieo
is now Democratic. What care these
itspubilean senators for eonsistency
v. hen party interests are at stake.
sitie
So after thie fourth of March Mr.
Cleveland will resume the practice of
law in New York city. It is said that
this is the preliminary step to his be-
ing sent to tbe eenate as successor to
Seaator Evans whose term will eis•
pire in MIL , This is very probable if
the Demo...rats can suceeed in captur-
ing the legislature of New York as
they expect to do. At any rate it ie
safe to say that a man of Grover
Cleveland'e experience, pluck and
back-bone will not be allowed to re-
main iu private life. Such men are
too rare, and too badly needed in pub-
lic life.
esi
The Bar Asessciation of the District
of Columbia, haa passed resolutions,
which will be sent to the senate, op-
posing the confirmation of Oen. A. E.
Stephenson for the district judgeship.
The reason assigned is that they want
the place given tO a district mau,
or, in other mords, t ) one of their
number.
The president has sent the bill mak-
ing an executive department of the
aepartment of agriculture to the at-
torney general for an °pinion iug to ita
eonstitutionaiity. This action haa
caused the eirculation of the report
that lie Ns as contemplating a etc) of
the Iiii:nettre.
eae
Repretenttative SpriQer thinks his
"omnibus" bill will yet get through
in spite of the feet that the conferees
have failed to agree upon it. He
says that three, if pot more, Repub-
lican senators will vote with the
Democratte registers to admit New
Mexico.
it*e
When Mr. Morton teens/ace/le Pres,
ident there will be nineteen millino-
aires in the senate, their wealth' ag-
gregating $1:te,000,000.
silte
The (elem. has been completed and
the senate announeesi that Benjamin
Harrison is to be the next president,
receiving 233 votes.
***
The FrelinghnIsen house, now oc-
eupied by Secretary Whitney, has
keen dolt) to John Wannainaker fOr
1040,000.
Time work of investigating the "(Im-
pels:I boodle steal" in Teuneseee bids
fair to unearth some startling facts.
Platt says Blaine has a eeittell"
the eecretaryship of state.
Bub the ',painful points" thorough-
ly, when afflicted with neuralgia
with Salvation Oil, the great pain
annihilator. Price 25 cents bet t ie.
A Batter With a Coon Attachment,
The Madisonville Hustler says;
Another razor, with a coon holding
the handle, got loose In the air last
Tuesday afternoon and wade the
blood flow from a few gashes. Toni
Smith, with au unsavory reputation
and Indian Mary, unlike Caesar's
wife, who war abeve suspicion, both
colored, got Into a difficulty which
ended in Totu'ii cutting our ear neat-
ly offend making some artistic slash-
es across the dusky maiden's face
with his eeer ready razor. Toni
skipped with the marshal and sheriff'
at his heels who, up to the present,
have been unable to catch up with
eine Indian Mary is resting ai well
as pessible, and will recover from her
wounds.
STATE OF OHIO, CITY OF TOLEDO,'
LUCAS COUNTY, S. S.
FRANK J . CHENEY makes oath that
he is the senior partner of the firm of
F. J. CHENEY & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid; and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every carte of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
uae of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this eth day of De-




Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken ine
ternally anti acts directly upon the
blood and mucus surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY .1 CO., Toledo, 0.
Sar8old by Druggists, 75 cents.
-
A Lit t•rary 14 wiety.
The Literary Society or Lyceum
Club, met at the Virginia street
church Thureday night, February 7,
and was called to order by A.
Banks. The following offieers were
elected for the ensuing term: presi-
dent, R. N. Lander; vice-president,
tent secretary, Moist. Dade.
mittee pregram: A. C. Banks,
chairman, I. N. Campbell, John -W.
Jack*on, Alex Thompson.
The club meets every Thursday
night at the different colored churchets
n the city. The public is invited to
attend the meetings.
The State League Meets.
The State League of Commercial
clubs met in Louitiville Tuesday at
the Louisville club's rooms. Gover-
nor S. B. Buckner presided. The
clubs throughout the state were rep-
resented. A Committee was appointed
to disseminate inforniation with re-
gard to the state, and to work up a
feeling in favor of immigration. It
Was also determined to place the
natation fee, which is to be paid by
sash of the OeVeral Cotnrnerelal clubs
at $2.5. The question of by-laws was
referred to the executive committee
14: II. Buckner waa elected president
for the ensuleg year.
JINGO'S JINOLE.
Blailne's Views Regarding the Annex-
' alien of the Dominion of
Canada.
It will Drop into our Hands in Due
' Tame whet A 10,nr•-.He Fay I pre
Taking in ll'itlin.
New ̀1-orte, Feb, I 4.--A Washington spec-
..tal aka: Recently Congriamenemil Milliken,
of ;Nia.a ., till his cousin. Seth Nlilliken, of
New Yon:, who is a large mauufacturer and
Nei Mvasmicuts iim the south, called on Atr.
Maine o 1 private business. During the con-
reesatioa tne merchant. who has known Mr.
Blalint, for years, asked him if he was in
faeor of the annexation et Cana la. Mr. Mil-
liken say.. Mr. Blaine repliA that he Was,
but that he did not think it would be brought
about by agitation. In the course) of
tiu e, be•thought. the Domiuion would neutr-
ally gravizate into the American union.
' -Canada," said Mr. Blaine, "is like an
appie on it tree-Just beyond our reach. We
May strive to grasp it, but the bough re-
cetics from our bold just in proportion to
Our r.fort to catch on to it. Let it alone,
ate In dui) tune it will fall into our hands.
It we were reaching after territory to
in ame our weilth and strength, as well as
to irotete tit ) health of tin tett-ion. I eliould
saa inat Cuba is th outlying island which
!I:Foul-zits of the United :Hates would nate
ur II.. see't. First, as to its relation to
lth, ijutia iii the natural homa of pestilen-
tei diseases, tesp +teeny yellow fever. Under
tie direetioa of our (+enema sanitariaus 1
hate not the slightest doubt that the existing
meet oi" this dreaded iiiietase eould he exter-
mil:At-eh from every part of the territory of
Cuba.
•rrue knowledge which science makes as to
the prepagation of the germs of yellow fever
bokpat I. ie the power of health oftleere
Wel. provided with means to remeve the
treeding spots from the fee)! of the earth,
area I have not the least ibid.; but what it
"Old be done were the islan l utile- our coa-
ts-di.
• In poiat of econmily it would be chleiper
for the United States et huy the inland from.,,,
! miSil,,r4:.:". i !ILI nal:n.4' ;41.1:1'11. I 2..e,-141'1:o r3tiohert hethaltibt
ao..pr r. L•rity •li • " • . -ei watts.. The
, :II - , es AmerCt., 1..* ...1.4' awl :.. I .
ut . c .....aury ,iu.-..) . •...i.) i , . .4 011,or fe4-ar
Ilip, :colic 4,1 LIM :<1.14,,,,,g,x.:41i: j W.t. gre...er . . , i „ .., .
E4 ii ; h- valtre of Cuba, even if you pat it oa , basket you will
a 1 icre in rt."; bes e hut when you (smaller I el".4iWs !he u It'te
Itieiperil to Jae which the fever ton..tantly hear front Us again, so we will close
bree,-,s, its purchaee would not he doar &Lamy by asking the editor to send our pa-
price. , . pent on a fast train.
• "ilie next objert whica makes it valuable 
C. K. C.
Is iis relation to the United States as a
stria-Vie point. It lies chum, very close, to
the nee here extremity of Florithe and Ms
w - crii end is still nearr Yee:oats. In this
w V it prat-neatly tontroht the Gulf ot
Mei/leo. It actually tor iiiii AWLS positions
w' 'Ai wege out of the natural order of thingsTto. imasess and control.
• In negard to its contributing to our
weis:th, Cabs in the hands of the Yankee
pe. pie-and by that I mein the thrifty, ea-i
er enc. inventive American race-would
ati • ramie:may to our property. It is a
Gni ile island. and unisr the cou•rol of skilled
1:14tr Ira fieoductlye 
reioureiss would douse.
• . le Merv:ewe a handrekfold." '
Rawl Work in elle SON p.
ant-seinstirroe, Feb. 14.-Nlessrs. IlieaockHarris, th:t sulecerninittee of the %erode
ii.:to.ce committee. im have had au
aet tsliseleratem r several months
Ilia question Gf supplanting the *team
prlas Kintner machines in the bureau
of • ertgraeing an 1 pr. itiog by the
ye' it r; einetion of band notehincs reported to
tb full eommittee adversely to the proposed
hge. The report is inea. upon s house
bit . which requires tire do printing of
rkens, notes awl bean shall he "stem in
eise style of the ere" By their rep-
s -.lea the sdieceiani etas t het *Mani
prOis ets: k fultsts that requirement,
BAY STATE EDITOR&_ _
Aritiral Irlaner of the Masowhiseetta Pressin: Aseoeiat ion.;Toy. Feb. 14.-At the Vendome Mon-
de • Lir' !Ala-Wrellthet:t6 Proem association held
i lentil annual meeting and reunion, about
t heattrod of both 'oozes attending. The
• l board of officers Will re-elected. On
:emendation tee delegates to last year's
etitorall associatioa codventisai it was voted
nowise the ersioriatioit hold its convention
Oil 1.'1/1) .in %lanai. A committee tlits at::
Isttilet ;... ltrgrs s;104 44 aterseduemnt uf tko
1,1 Ai iftly ai p.) a 111 /310:401, 110WISP4Pari !Mgt
Uilit14 silk% fneolutioni of respite for the
nieteory of the lute (M. Puleifer, of the
Hierai 1.
I. ;Iiianis. Hien fouowel. E. B. Iteekell
of' .t.... lierall, delivere I au itreresting tel-
evise os "The Modena Newspaper." Mrs. E.
31, ,. i. NLtrrill of the tilohe, read a poem en-
tei.i. i • • Trei P.,ele.-1 It 46; .1 Short Sermon to
L 1,', es- welch was le-a:tily applauded.
11:Ill..:- ,e-take-.-s were la • sel.-nt 'Mar,leit. Lieu-
tet *ot• liseierisor Ittackett: Speakem: Bairett
tuel ( wn, tiossLsn lif24.43L Is tes essnittg
I.., . .,..,..bereanti sasets by toviraLien nf lin
' i: ,. - . tireder 111-1•14•6234344 Ilittanda•I Ute
• , . „ seasrace of leseh sad fkirrett se
stiltnees '' ______ _____-
An Antediluvian Tree..
' jkliri‘ti,y,..,N, eenn.. Fen. It -Superintend.
&OH -) - ..-s:er, of the Merida!' Qtaarry Corn-
pii.a.-.. ...ie. made a discovery of a remarkable
fese. '',.. il the quarry, uaearthed at the
few,- t l,•.-.4 yet mei there. The tree is
kilea e as tire eellus gigautus, alleged to be
ile....i.y speeinien in the world. The species
0. ,,,....,, li in le Ione! hy Ii3rodotni as extinct
bect ;est linio ire I yoeni ilea
ceiserai Alger fluys e min*
el AS. -;;-rrrit. Mice, Feb. 14 .-Clett. Alpe
fur,A 1,,u;ii: the Pitembur : .5; Lake riupsrlor
rot el ui,y's intim fur ere ..000, inclutling 1,0M0
A-1. : -i i,r el land. The mine has been e
ts:: I : II' tr. p.,..„1,,,,e, since 1s71, shipping 56,•
::e.1" .,:s of ore lea pear. Is, tole' \ereiee•
tide e :early half a %ugliest tots. of are, The
deal 4,na consuminated through Jobe fe
Atlems, of Negaunee.
,1 1 Spialipoe creates Excitement.
ICORYDON, Inds Feb. 14.-Tbere are two
gMes of smallnex ia Tayl tr township,
eulunty. and. ati tame eiumice. the people of
the insi orhood are eery twice eacite-4.
These elle:est are John Davis and Jelin
pain pie.
- ;seep!' it) Fenvid Dead la Texas.
ttr. Loins, Mitts 14.-News reached here
night that Teseott had been found
(lead in Texas. where a tree fell on him. GI
esti,ss eartiSuisr Tastott heti all the
reelieln mares, ties rause be predeeler
•••••
CAT BITES.
A Georgian Dies a Horrible Death
from a Bite on the Finger.
His IA ife enfrering from the Same
noise and ',itself to Die flrom a
itile on the nee.
MoNitoE, Ga., Feb. II,-The news
of the terrible death of Henry
Winne°, a respectable young farmer,
who lived sig miles below Monroe,
from eat bite is llow followed by
that of his wife dying from the same
cause. On last Saturday, one week
ago, Mr. Wonine was sitting by the
fire with one of his hands hanging
down when suddenly one of lila house
eats began to bristle up and growl,
Befere he collie readies+ what the oat
meant by her peculiar actions she
sprang upon hie bend and faetened
her teeth into one of his fingers. He
slung her loose and grabbing the shov-
el killed her immediately. He paid
no attention to what had happened
and his finger soon healed. Last
Saturday morning, just one week
from the time he was bitten, he got
up early, made a flie and went to the
lot to attend to his stock. When his
wife was in the.act of getting up to
dress the other old eat, Got age elts
tints by the tire, began to 'Mow signs
of fight and with bristles raised ran
ander the bed. Mrs. WoMac thought
nothing of it until her feet struck the
floor when the eat sprang upon her
foot, fastening Its teeth in her heel.
She could not get the eat loose and
her husband hearing her screams,
rushed to the house and had to choke
the q.t. ltree. When he threw the
eat (leo thedutir it Ionia back at him,
but fie =wiped a tenth end killed it pp it
eanie In thin door, Abfila oselotik
his finger Won tu swell and pain
him and by night he was having
spasms, which nontinued until he be-
came so wild and ferottious that his
Mende were compelled to fasten him
up in a room himself, where he
died a most terrible death of hydro-
phobia. Mrs. Wousac's foot is three
or four times its natural size aud she
ill net evet•ted to live utitil niqehinte:
Judge Pulliam to be Tried.
LOUISVILLE, Feb. 11.-The trial of
County Judge Pulliam for the killing
of Wm. Miller, a wealthy farmer and
pereonal friend: at Hardinsburg,
Breokluridue county, will be held at
Brandenburg, Nies& octunty, on a
change of venue. The defense will
be emotional ineanify with justifica-
tion. :Sentiment, at first strong
against Pulliam, has changed some-
what! The sisteit %AIR"
111M the agreement feund
writing in which he offered to Nettle
for his wife's dishonor by Miller pay-
ing him *3,030.
Tpo ntineen•Law.
Lot v etai, K v., Feb, I .-,The
farmers' and Drovers' Bank has
sued Murray Kellar, a well-known
soeiety man and son-In-law of the
late millionaire, pr. Standiford, on a
note for $8310, given in MM. Janies
G. Caldwell, another son-in-law of
Dr, Standiford, is president of the
bank. Kenai WWI for a number of
years general manager of the Louis-
ville, New Albany & Chicago rail-
road throqgh Standiford's influence.
He gives more ettention to enjoying
himself than pitying ills ciebte,
Valet Triairk Crooseing.
PEoltt Feb. 11.-Two boys,
named Hightield and Winetrum,
were driving a load of coal accross
the C. B. & track, near this city,
tide morning,. when they were struck
by the passenger train from the weet.
Hightield was killed and Winstrum
is unconscious and will die. Both
were horribly mangled.
_________
Cft URCil fiembut„rt1;hel1).11121.,--Mr, Willie
Pierce, left for 'Fexas last Monday,
where he will reside during the year.
Mr. Pierce is one of the most popular
young mon in this eommuuity, and
will be greatly missies!.
Miter Ethel Duke, is viiitiug her
aunt, Mrs. Garret-sou, of Oinuttrad.
A most delightful entertainment,
was given last Wednesday evening at
the reeidence of Mr. J. A. Browning
of GB, place. Among the large
number of gnests present, were the
Misees Sherill, of liennettstown,
Misses Lelia and Hattie Miller, Ethel
shert, hence it will take active work , Duke, Laura Gary, Sallie Pierce, 011ie
notify the people. Give us the !Hamlin, Annie Clutlkley, autl apeople and we will entertain them I
priatitabty. eumber of others. Some of the gen-
Meetings to commence promptly at tiemen present, were Messrs. Gary,
10e'clock for organization. sually
elk+ of us Veil I deliver short lectures anis W. ()lass, Tandy Mason. Missin the forenoon-the afternoon will I ': Lizzie Owen and the bright andbe mainly devoted to discussion of charming Miss Sudie West, acted as
hostess upon the occasion, as the
party was given to them. They were
nittiring in their efforts to make the
evening a Piesseet One to all present,
and moot admirably did they succeed.
Miss Owen and Miss Chalkley en-
tertained the gueets with some ex-
quisite music,
Elkton-Monday, March 11. Itefresinneute wore served, and the' ileasure seekers dispersed at a lateAllensville-Tuesday, March 12. flour, wishing that they might spendAuhurn-Wodnesday, March 13
We request the local papers and all many more such pleasant evenings.
publish this notice, and kee ) the 
FRE.thet circulate in the above sections to
matter before the people unti the
tithe of meeting. We will try to do
yonr country goodi help us?
NI. A. SeOVALE,
Dittecto r Kentucky Experimen. Weenie don t amottait to much,tation.
J . D. Cistene, infallible. If you are consti tided,
anyhow. Some eigmelltowever, are
President I. armere State Institute With no appetite, tortured wit sick
and Master of Kentucky Grange. headache and billioun eymptoms,
V. M. Nit:Wel:Fe, these signs indicate that you need
Deputy Master State Grange and Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pel-
Lecturer on boils awl nit) of i lets. They will cure you. All drug-
Fertilizers. Wats.
GAINI•MVILI„
A Country Where They 'Wee Sand,
Corn and l'otion, and Kill sheriff".
tiAINESVILLE, TeX., Feb. 6.-On
the first day of December Dige we left
llopkinsville Ky., for the wild west;
three day* later we found ourselves
iu ilainesville, Texas, a little town of
about ten thousand inhabitants, with
streetcars, waterworks, electric lights
and whiskey on every corner, but we
dont often stet a drunk mau-don't
know whether they drink or not.
When we arrived the weather was
nice and we thought We had struck a
beautiful town but in a few days we
had-rain and we were forced to be-
lieve Al Clark could tell the truth.
Ile said there as mud in Texas and
he is "right about it ;" he must have
been here abseil, this ek!Ustin of the
year.
Jim Hewett is the best satisfied one
of the fourteen; the fact is we are all
very well satisfied while we take the
NEW ERA, but when out. subscription
runs out we will be- toncisome utilises
the editor will trend us the paper on
a credit. Mr. Editor, we have a good
many friends in Christian county and
occasionally we Would like to let
them know where we are and what
we-are doing; if you will allow us a
little space in your paper we will
thank you and if we are ever so lucky
as to get back to Hopkinsville we
will bring you a tarantula, a centipede
and a horned frog.
We think this is a very good coun-
try, but its a long ways from hoine.
There are good selmols and churches
and good eociety. The fatemere raise
yore, eoitou, tate. • millet and tior-
Oulu ; down about Graham they kill
and raise sand.
One of out party says that he would
*i•,. ty. Brown, a • Alter that





MOM light is needed among the
(amens of Der great commonwealth
In order to ensble thcm to keep up
with thts age of progress ifi their cull-
ing. Hence, in order to teiteli the
people what is being done at our Ex-
perimentel Station, what advantage
there is in educating farmers, what
advantage there is in undeistanding
the soils you ettitivate, what silvan,
tier there is in eosoperetioe anti eon,
cert of aetion among fanners, we,
the undersigned, liave agreed to hold
Fernierte Institutes at the following
times and pieties free of Icharge. All
we ask is for the farmers each
coenty to take such Interest as will
ineure a large attendance of thinking,
intelligent people. Let farmeracome,
brtng their wivete, sons and daughters,
Leman attend who are direetly or in-
directly interested in the prosperity
of our people.
We invite farmers to prevent their
sliffieulties and such questions for
diecussion as will be of local and
general interest and practioal value,
We invite the co-operation of county
or local Oranges, Wheeler's Alli-
anees-farmers' club* of any klud;
and where there are none to take the
le4d Mistaking imitable arrangement*
for a comfortable hall In which to
mitt, we ask the citizens of the town
to ',see to it, that our appointment is
properly circulated and imitable ar-
rangements made for place of meet-
ing. Your local press, no doubt, will
do all they can. But you must not
rely on them alone. The notice is
farm topics.
eine ee 1) PLACES OF M EET xti-Lts,T







T.) dream of ponderous whide,
Ereet on the tip Ills tail,
Is the teen of a storm
(If the weather Is warn.),
Unless It should happen to fall.
West, Ciaggett, W. Boyd, 'F. A. Ad-
InFA'LARED A DRAW. About the Lit tie Folks.
The Myera-Me.auliff Prize Fight at
Nina J net ion. Indiana.
NORTH JeDsoN, Ind., Feb. 14. -The
Myers-McAuliffe prime flight took Owe in
• eity. A si o:ial train from Streator.
bearing the -Illinois Cyclone" and i50
friends, arrived here at 11:15 Tuesday night.
Another special left Chimago at 8:130 with 400
Meal and eastern sports and the' Brooker:1
pugilist stowed carefully away in a baggage
car.
On the way front the station to the fight-
ing ground the sheriff was met. He in-
formed the pugilists aiel their friend); that
the battle woul 1 not le permitted, where- ,
upon the party agatn 1o/exiled the train and
were taken about five miles out of town,
while tile alieriff retired for the night. In a I
"nee-
few hours the train returned to North Jud-
110n, and the tarty proemeled to the place
originally selected for the tight. Considera-
ble tittle was occupied in pitching the ring.
and it was 4:45 a. wheii arrtangei seats had
yn far progrervd that thu choosiag of a
rcferee was in order.
Myers aml McAuliffe steppod into the ring
arid shook at 6:1`i a. tn.
Mike ItleD.ntall was referee. After tbe
pu4ihr!s hail eir.eret the ring there was a de-
ley. pram ably to give b etirt;{ full play.
The timed,' mule het loptesarrance kzain at
6;42 a. in...and eleumatelal the en to die
per.e. A Ahcsisitrs 13...lute 1 the plat-
foe •1 rig 1 ,O-,1...re I lewill!ithei to cease. The
twee catetabSe thea held a conference with
the shel dr. mid further opprwition was with-
!irown when mil • was finally felled the
deputy and ooreo.able in chow embrace aro-
tub:rested a;) eiottors from a todiewhat rear
but Attitagasuus point of view.
First mune-General sparring.
ascend round-llyers hit McAuliffe just
below the neck, knocking the latter down.
McAuliffs jumped up amid the round ended
in light sparring.
The third, fourth and fifth rounds devel-
oped extreme cautiousnesm on the part of
both men, and nothing like real fighting wee,
(lone.
the fourth McAuliffe landed his right
land left in succeasion in Myers' fa, e. but the
Wows it:starlet 1 the Streator man little.
In the twelfth McAuliffe cleini feu!,
%%loch Mai notallOWail.
Siu4gileg was mihl all through the fifteenth
round. but whet there was favored Myers in
alinset every instanoe. It is pre hetet that
Myers will win.
When Myers oame up far the sixteenth
emad nis eyet ssere ily milord!. In tha
sixteenth, seventeenth anti eightoeith rounds
not at 1.1 oe was struck by either matt, and
filo im Were limit the flAist would
punting • ter a long time. B it% awn are very
°stigmas. Styes% le guarding well against
Maes lefe
Tbe riMettielth arid tweittlete r inn.% were
reiwtitione of the previoue rowels. iteii men
acted very oentimply, evidently fearing
Wow.
Front the tweutioth to the twenty.third
roiled sender tanti0a were adopted. With
he ntte.)1 ten erieh mean twelve I it setters as
if It wield require roa:ly more roddls te
reach a deM-lioil
Leht sateen: meet tit the twentreeirth
rowel. Ouce McAuliffe raged at Myers
nod hopood baek and fell eget:1st ropes.
AULIFTE DOWN.
Myer.' returned, but his I low fell ahort. At
the t went y-sixth roend. which closest! 'lightly
Me.V.iiiffe'e 'mow, the tienteable 'topped
the teen
lesteee Metemald suavely interrned tbe
the ouletable twit it was a friendly set-tn.
Though Myers showed up with one eye in
the deepest mourning, Rehires McDonsld
emir ino, I Constabie Jones olio& more that
the puglinte were employing only the delsar-
wee ninvernent la their encounter.
The twenty-seventb round had nothing to
cm:Italia it.
The crowd was growing ugly, and threat-
ened to blew 1.110 conetable to atoms it he ap-
peared again. Tbe sheriff was taken in
haril by Bill Skakel. of nucket-stion not',
whe et replete es passable tried to fur-
ther limiter on that offielal's Mind the differ •
elite between starring and slugging. The
"eotie hieing" methods cnmployed were vari-
ous.
.Meanwhile, eith the sheriff at the drug
stsre and ale eonstable no one knew eitere.
the fight trent mereily
le the iwittiusitag of Mk twenty-eighth
ruund tlie nien made some rhow of fighting.
but before the end they dropped into the
horse play of the prevents rounde, both evi-
dently afraid.
The twenty-ninth saw loloW ittruek by
each. Then to the end of the thirty-fourth
round it was little more thau walk-
aroun.l.
,116 61141 tW.rte-lifth rutuid Myers landed ou
geutleme- m went froin bon' to attend the
Myers-MeAuliffe fight, has telegrapbed back
that while in Chicago he complete arrange-
ments for a fight between Harry Gilmore,
now of Chicago. aal Danny Neeitiani. ot
this city. Tbe tight will be for twenty-five
rounds, Polite) Gazette timeeqsberry mine
for a pews of ESP, the wthaer to take all.
small glove; will be used.
A GIN MILL DEMOLISHED.
Drinks Not to He Had for Love or Honey
at Van Wert, Ohio.
VAN W TRT, O., Feb. 14.-The saloons hi
Van Wart are closed, and drinks cannot be
had for love or money. There te no excitie
merit in town, but the county is eroused„
end already pentleue ars in circulation te
submit saloon closing to a vote in three
towniships, and more are coining.
There is, however, great excitement it;
Union township, where a saloon has been
driven opt and the building torn down. F,
C'. Arnold, who went out of business here on
account of the tlry ordinanee, attempted to
1114166 las saloon ta LOvette, a atation Ka
mike north of here, on the Maekinaw rail,
road. Ile bought a building said Monday
morning haute I two wagon loads of goody
and fixtures to his new location, where upon
les arrival be met a warm reception.
The country people, old end piling, rich
and poor, joined tles villeeers the night be.
fore and tore doWn the house. The sills were
eliopirssi into fire wood. A permin who wail
present essys there was not enough left of the
building to make a bee-hive, When Arnold
errived there waa assembled a erowd esti.
Meted at :Siu, most of them armed With axes,
white tile loisiler swung a rope. .Arnold and
his Men were given five minutes to leave
town, and they obeyed the command, tbe
women eneouraging the men by waving
handerkerebiefs and cheering, and the entire
00110.41rse riCortail the wagons three !Mica to
tee township lies, where they were given 4
partite; eheor anti were warned to never re.
turu. The leaders will be proeeeuted in the
Courts,
Temperance tempts PleaSosl•
Weimiesome, Ind., Feb. 14.-The teniper
ante people of this city are much pewee
over the action of the eity mulled Monday
night in deciding to raise the saloon beenw
$100 per year. One hundred dollars is tht
limit to which a city msy go in assenting a
baleen license In this stets..
LIGISLATURES.
Ohio.
Benate-Bills pawed: Authorizing city
councils to regulate electric light charges;
repealing the road laws for Clinton, inane,
Warren anti Mattison eounties; providing fur
tneapp.iintinent of official liquidator. of ite
solvent corporations; regulating tit- killing
or fur-bearing animals; preventing eon-
tamtnating awociation of prisoners let),
jails. W. S. Cappeller Was confirni .1 as
pommissioner of railroads and tele4raphs.
Pith jai-educed: Prqhibiting the heating of
ears by stoves, previaing for the enumeree
tion of ox-moldiers; faeditating the giving of
bonds.
Itouse-Bile passed: Defining the law re.
kiting to contributing membevAiragilitary
companies; repealing the Le ting a
penalty on township °filmes who refuse to
atrve; authorising land owners to Improve
the roads; preventing preferred creditors In
tresigstment eases.
Indiana.
The senate passed a bill appropriating
Sle7.500 for the eetiluvetion of • new build-
leg for the sellout of feeble-inin,1+1 children,
to be ereeted at Fort Wayne. The new elm-
lion bill was ordered to etagromment.
Estee Slays He'. Not to be In.
SAN Fareectsco, Feb. 14.-M. M. Estee
says the printed statement that be had writ-
ten to a friend saying he would be in the
ettlenst is wholly untrue
One of the moist enjoyable events!
for the little (mei of the south side
occurred on the efternoon of Febru-
ary letle at the residenee of Mr. S.
Buckner, The entertainment was
given to little Anne Weetfall Rust,
1 ifie eeeasiou tieing her second birth-
day. The following little ones, Bessie
Ware, Jamie Graham, Anne NV. Rust,
Mary Sutherland and Gordon Buck-
ner, arrived with their dolls about
three o'clock. - About four o'clock
they were invited out to a very dainty
little supper, where everything was
served in regular Liliputian style.
All the little ladies and the one little
gentleman seemed to enjoy the even-
ing very much, and had their years
admitted of a better eommand of lan-
guage they would doubtless have ex-
pressed in words as well as in actions
their appreciation of Mrs. Buekner's
k rehires.
The Importance of purifying the blood can-
not te overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the blood, and Dood's Sarsaparilla is worthy
your confidence. It Is peculiar in that it
strengthens and builds up the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the digestion, while
it eradieates disease. Give It a triaL
Hood's Sarsaparilla is eclii isy all druggists.
Prepared by C. L Hood 6; Co., Lowell, Mass.
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' PE R DAY.
ETECTIVES„.,„,..,, la every county. Shrewd wen to set r.ncler
itioirliclioal ill ear sorrel 1.er% i.e. El.perislii wttiv.i.eary. The Ititerrintletial 1k-troth-C. thr rit1r ;
F.trrf of thebure.u.rontsinitexict . • •
IS .11 Wonted, for s !lore c:aptillos
ars .onareti. Sena ?C. Otitisp for .4,1,tree.
GranazaDetectireBeresuCe.44Areaile,Ciacinasti.0
runk 'loess
Or the Liquor Nab t, Pultively Cured
SY AIMINISTIIIIIS NAM,' ORM amine.
II can be poen in a cup of tam fir tea. se is sr-
Wes of feed. without the knowledge or tile pei -
son takIng it; it is absolutely harmless and null
effeet a pet manent and speedy cure, whether
the patient is a moderate drinker or an alcoholic
wreek• IT NEVER FAILS, We GUARANTHa eon) lete cure in every instance. itti page
address in confidence.




Looiskoa State Lottery Compo y.
T neorporided by the Leitielature In PM, fer
4:iltieathiniti and I haritable purposes, and Its
franchise made a part of the prevent State
constitution. In la79, by an overwhelming
popular vote.
it. NI.k;$4 Mont L11.‘WIN(413 take pleke
Seiol-Annually, (dune and latequitmer,.. 44p4
its (;It.‘NI) eINGLE NUM illiAW-
INOS take place each, of Itemiser ten
monthe of the yea ti anti tire wn lu
public, at the AcittiOlity of usle.N ew Or.
leans, 141,
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Draw tugs, and
l'rompt Payment of Prizes,
Attested as follows;
"We ito hereby certify that we superv t he
arrangeinents for all the Monthly a ml Semi-
Annual Drawings of The 1..unitana Slate Lot-
tery Company, and In person Menage mid
taming the Drawings theiliseh"ea, and I Mit
the same sre with hol.1 -0-, fair-
nem, and in good faith t4,...nr..1411 Weise, and
we •uthortzr tlwe t'rout.;:i iti Use thiS certifi-
cate, with rac-slinner of iitir signaturea at-
tached ln its advertleements."
Commisalottere.
We the tundert.igned Banks and Bankers
will pay all Pi lies drawn in The Louisiana
State Lotteries which may be presetitrd at
our counters.
R. N. WA1,7141.4.1", Pres. lateiallatia Nat. Ilk.
LANAVI, Praia. State Nat'l Ilk.
A. It errs. New Orlean. Nat'l Bk.
CARL Kilns, Preis. l'nlon National Bank.
Grand Monthly I rawing,
.11 the Aeilalelliy of Mush., New /deans,
T,1,..,1-iy 11.;n-ti kw+.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
loo Tickets at Twenty Dollars each.
Halves $101 IL/Um-ten. $5; Tenths 62;
Twentiethsel
LIST or PRIMA&
1 ['SIZE fir MOOD is .... . tremolo
1 " of 14I0,0tkils. ..... . 1011,014110
1 " of is ... atom
I " of ts 2.`0151
2 PRIZES of are 2neust
5 " of 5,u00 are 25alie
ZS " of LOB are- 2.1,1to
" of BO are  ;11,i11111
20,1 •• of Milan-  emeist
5111/ " of Mare lummtu
Al'I'RoXIMATION PRIZErt.
100 Prises of 40e0 are 4111
101. " of SIP are ... :10
IOU " of :On sire IMMO
TV/Lair:AI. PlitItaa•
fla9 Prizes of flan are  $110,500
9411 of 100 are  1111,11UU
3,1:14 Prizes amounting to 111,thi,Suo
NoTE.-Tirkets driawiny Capital Prises are
not entitled to terminal Pews.
(EV Fog CLUB RATE4, or any further In-
format len dial red. write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your reeidenee, with
Stitt,. County, Street and Number. More
rapid return men delivery will iw issa.ureid by
your enclosing an issisetope hearing your full
address.
Krial Po4tni Notes, Express Money Orders.
New York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Exprem ;at our expense) ad-
dimmed M. A. DAUPHIN.
New Orleans, Le.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Washington, la C.
ADDRESS it golsTiiitlin I,ETIEltg To
NEW ORLEANS NAT1oN AL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
"HEMP:MDR, that the payment of Prizes
is ARANTEED BY FOCR NATIoaiAl.
RA N K St of New Orleans, and thenekets are
signed by the Preside-et of an Institution,
%Mete chartered rights are reetignisol In the
highest Courts; therefore, hews Mot" toll I Mita-
t Iona or anonyinous schrtimai."
ONE DOLLAR is the price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Ticket ISSCED BY US
In any Drawing. An,vthing In our name of-
ferrtel tor less than a Dollar lea swindle.
STATEMENT
tie
The Mutual Life 'isurance Co.
of New York.
nit 'it A Ito A MeC 1" 11111Y, Preeldent.
Pair the year ending I k.c. 31st, PM.
Total Assigns, $1110,002,153.50.
Inen•aee In *swim  $ 7,21%1,301 fla
Surplus at four per eent 7,iimato t.'
Increase In surplus 1,11.1.1,6'..!_: ,
Policies in fona. l'ill,.9;,, ,.
Increase during the year  17.1a ..
Policies writt et .i.2.111, .
Inereme during the year Ittrial oa
Rieks assumed  143,214.2til 32
increaw during year  34,756,71,2 it's
Rieke in tome Bildt-ilea 36
Increase during year O4,406,M1 sfi
Receipts fr  all sourees K.216.102 52
Increase during year etioseet 011
Paid policy holdere 1 4,727,1-10 22
The Assets are Inveeted as Follows:
Ronda and mortgages $K,617,e74
Culled States and other atmeuri.
ties 44,0116,704 14
!teal estate alai Items eol lateral 21,71025 34
Cash In hank,. and 1ro‘t isompati-
les at Interest 2.513.277 60
Intermit accrued. premitintli defer.
red mid III transit, etc 3,241,17:2 ai
$126,082,153
Risks Itleks
l'eur A.:tanned. Outetandong SurpluS
ISM $ 30141120 . 6351.1141.245 $4,743,771
Ot.1.1 16,5117,1:19 'WWI in .1,012.341
Itt4t1 Ilt„s:t2..71$1  :iiertallti,diri 5.04:4,511s
14.17   , --, ... t27.104.1${1 0.194.442
1PIRS h$4,214.261   4W2.121,151 7,940,41144
ROBERT A 4 i RAN N ISS, V lee-President
ISAAC F ',Loa la 2.I Vier-Presblent
WILLIAM J. EASTERN, Serretitry
M. F. t'renshaw, Agent, Hopkins-
vine, Ky.




Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
IDONV1NT
The Home Stretch!
Only a  Few Days
)0( -  




Read this list of prices, but come early.
DRESS GOODS.
1 piece black cable twill, double width, per yd. 10c
1 , 4 tan cashmere • • 66 10c
I " brown English henrietta, 38 inches wide 20c
1 ‘• tan 66 tricot ,, .. " 20c
2 " - - serge 66 4,4 25c
1 46 " all wool 4. 66 46 • • 30c.
1 ‘, blue 46 4. 44 " • • 30c
1 " tan 4. tricot 40 ‘6 •l 35c
1 - blue 66 serge sentry bordered 52c
1 64 tan, pink mode and lavender albatross 30c
1 " cream, and tan striped albatross 30c
1 ‘• mahogany ladies' Dresden cloth" 35c
All colors of striped and checked silk velvet 73c
20c
Worsted dress braids, all colors 25c
Handsome silk dress braids, all colors 50c
Gilbert silesias pink, blue, cream, white and wines 81c
Astrachan, all colors, for jackets and trimmings t50c
Checked flannels, red and blue, all wool 25c
Solid colors red and white 15c to 30c
Embroidered flannels, red only 75c/1 piece English crepe veiling, black 75c
1 " 46 4o " mourning 63c
4. 44 .4 64 embossed velveteens
Oriental laces, cream and white, 5 to 8 in. wisie
Oriental laces, cream and white. 10 th 15 in. wide
Oriental flouncings
Woolen lace for skirts. dark colors
Colored Hamburg embroidery, all colors
Your choice of any jersey in the house for
Fancy colored lanquedoc laces
Hamburg tlouncings
Hamburg embroideries 4c to
Blue, pink, white and tarleton
Ladies' linen collars, (the best.) each
Lulies' linen sets, colored
Ladies' linen chemisetts worth 25 to 35c for
A full size bed comfort quilted
The celebrated watch spring corset 18 and 19
Warner's cotti wave corset 18, 19 and 23- •
Columbia nursing corset 18, 19 and 22
And other goods in large sizes at greatly reduced
prices.
Dexter's knitting cotton, white, 18 to 20 per ball 4c
Dexter's knitting cotton, colored, cardinal, blue
and brown, per ball 4c

















We have a fail line of ladies', Misses and
Children's cotton and woolen hose at reduced
prices.
Don't Wait But Cow at Olio!
As this is our last week WP will make prices
that will suit you oil all goods now on hand
"The Old Reliable."
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4 T H E NEW ERA.
N3/ Ere
vent* tontsistas.
Mrs. Nancy Faulkner, of Cadiz, died
on the but inst.
Printing and Publish ng Co. ; The Driving 
Park Association will
hold its next fair October 16th, 17th,
1 18th and 19th.
I License to marry was issued. Fri-





le atte-ed at me l',stoglie in IL.plua., We as
.ec di I class matter.
RIMY. FEBRUAR1 151889.
En: itiO POrtetta.
T. L. Graham, of Casky, was in
town Wedeesday.
John NVicks, of Fruit Hill, was in
town Wedneeday.
Col. John Fruit, of Pembroke, wag
in the city Mouday.
Mrs. Ed Stowe, of Newstead, spent
Tueeday in the city.
Mr. Jesse (Oleo, of Howell, spent
Wednesday in the city.
Squire James P'Pool, of Bainbridge,
was in the eity Wednesday.
J no. al oayou returned Tuesday from
a business trip to Louisville.
Mrs. Charles Jarrett was visiting
friends in the city Wedneeday.
Mr. M. D. Kelly left Monday eve-
ning for Louisville on business.
elohn Willis,of the Pembroke neigh-
borhood, was in Wu n Wedneeday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Elgin, of Fair-
view, were in the city Wedneeday.
Neil Glenn, of the Madisoeville
Hustler, was In the city Wedneeday.
alr. Bea aire. Lynnto Mt-Combs, of
l'embreke, wee tewn Wedneetiay.
Mr. tu"1.1 alateeleateer. linetaugli. of
Pettit:44ex, were in-too a \Vedneeday.
Mrs. It. U. Hopitine, 1)1 Petubroke,
wast ehopeine in Stet-ay Weeeeedee.
.lutettes Itcod, ot Dennieoa. Texate,
ting [tirade anti relativee ti.e
city.
Mrs. .ennie Holland has returned
• 
front a lengthy visit to relatives at
Peducah.
Misses Susie Garth and Charlie
Dixon, of Trehton, are visiting
friends in Padueah.
Mre. Carrie Stevens, of Nashville,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Martin,
on Campbell street.
Mrs. Mack Carroll. of the Fairview
neighborhood, spent aeveral days in
the city this week.
Misses Anuie ani Allie Bradshaw
returned Monday from a protracted
visit to friends in Paducah.
Miss Lizzie Morrison and Miss Bet-
tie Hooker, of Salida* are in the
city visiting Mrs. Tom Long.
Mr. Arthur Kieeman and sister,
Miss Violet, of Clarksville, are visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Moore.
Mr. Lee Watson, of Caoky, was in
the city Wedneaday. Mr. Watson
has just recovered front a eerious spell
of pneumonia.
Clarksville Progress, Wednesday:
SAnt Hester, S. Buckner and J. H.
Ware, Hoptown, are registered at the
Arlington to-day.
The Last one Pulled.
lietalerwon (drainer
Officers Collins, Stetly and Wyatt
captured yesterday morning Thomas
perish, who is waned at Hopkins--
vine for stealing iron shafting from
the Meteaffe Manufacturing Co. Par-
Wit came to Henderson several days
ago, but continued his journey on to
Evansville, where he remained until
yesterday morning, when he re-
turned here. About 3:15 o'clock
Monday morning he walked into the
police headquarters and made an in-
quiry concerning a friend he claimed
to have here. Officers Collins, Steffy
and Wyatt were present and soon
identified the negro as the one wanted
and arreeted him. He soon after con-
fessed and information W118 sent to
Hopkineville. It is likely the au-




Attention is called to the History
of the Jesup Family elsewhere ad-
vertised in these eolumns. This is
one of the oldest families in the
country. The immediate ancestor of
those now living in this state came to
Kentucky front Berkeley Co. Va.,
soon after the revolution. He was
of the fifth generation from the origi-
nal English immigrant. Many of his
descendants of various names now
retitle in Christian and Todd counties.
to all of whom the record of their
ancestry both in this country and
Great Britain must be of interest.
The work moreover reeomende iteelf
to historical lawietiee and liabraries
on whose shelvea it would find an ap-
propriate place.
Miss Kittle Zimm- er enterta- ined a
few of her young friends very pleas-
antly Tuesday evening at her home
on South Virginia street. As hokess
she did the honore very gracefully,
and her guests left at a late hour, all
feeling that to her tact was due much
of their pleasure. Among thotte
present were Misees Aibertine Wal-
lis, Laura McCarron, Lizzie Long.
Lizzie Wallis, Florence Buchanan,
Mary Kelly and Messrs. Allan Wal-
lie. afeClure Kelly, Wallace Kelly,
Guy Starling, Ralph Crawford, Mar-
vin Lewis and Frank Kelly.
The long dead lock in the commis-
sion appointed by the tobacco board
of trade to elect two new inspectors
for the ensuing yeer was broken
Wednesday evening by the selection
of Messre. It. B. Withers and George
Green to the responsible popitionte
These two gentlemen were selected
from a number of prominent men
equally as worthy and fully as com-
petent, and the honor is one of which
they should feel proud. Theyswill
discharge the dutiee faithfully.
la Monroe county two masked rob-
bers entered the house of an aged
couple, Mr. and Mrs. John Arterburn,
and forced them to give up the
savings of,a life time. They Necured
$740 in. money and about $3,000 in
notes. The old gentleman is ninety
odd years of age, and this misfortune
is very hard on hint. Nothing has
been heard of the thieves.
A good school house and a good
school are the best investment a town
can make, says the Maditsonville
Hustler. The public school of Hop-
kineville is an honor not only to that
town hut to the state of Kentucky.
If Madisonville just had such a
echool and building as the one at
Hopkinsville we should feel proud
of it.
Mr. C. M. Barnes and Miss Anna
Morris, of this county, were married
at the Franklin House, Clarkeville,
Wedneeday afternoon. The attend-
ants were 'Misses Lula Hill and Mol-
lie Armstrong, and Meters. .1. C.
Norris and Dave Du/ler:ion.
t Madittonville T. H. Morton &
Son, dry goods dealers, assigned Tues-
day. Their liabilities will reach
$18,000, aseets about $6,000. Jno.
Morton, a banker of that place, ie
suppomed to be the chief creditor.
sse - 
Rev. J. W. Ingham will hold a
church conference next Saturday at
Vaughn's chapel and preach Sunday
morning.
Don't hawk, hawk, blow, spit, and
disgust everybody with your offen-
sive breath, but use Dr. Sage's Ca-
tarrh Remedy and end it. 50 cents
by druggiete.
Mr. W. F. Randall is escorting
Luther Benson on his lecturing tour
through the county.
Robert Cook has resigued his posi-
tion as clerk at Richards at Green's
grocery, on Ninth street.
The United States Collecting agen-
cy, hae been dissolved by consent of
parties composing the firm.-
Rev. I). A. Brigham, pastor of the
Cumberland Presbyterian church at
Clarksville, died Sunday morning.
Thieves succeeded in making away
with about twelve bushels of coal
front J. M. Frankel Sunday after-
noon.
Mr. Thomas Campbell, an aged cit-
izen of the Roariog Springs vicinity,
has recently become entirely blind
through age.
Dr. Hille, of Roariug Springs, who
has been confined to his bed with ty-
phoid fever for the past two months
is recoeering.
The young people of the Longview
vicinity, enjoyed a dance at the resi-
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Buck-
ner, Friday night.
Cook Roach, the junior member of
the firm of Roach Bros., dry goode
merchants of Clarksv Brakes disposed
of his interest to his brother and with-
draw n from the firm.
Cherksvilie Progress: Member', of
the Knights of Pythitte are drilling
altueet every night this week at their
h tll, preparatory to their trip to Hop-
k in %vine on the 19th inst. To-morrow
night will be the initiation of new
membere.
Saturday night an enterprising
burglar captured &couple of tine rock-
ing chairs from the front porch of
Mr. Rhodes Thompson's residence on
Ninth street. They had been left
there when the family adjourned to
the sitting room. This only leaves
nine rocking chairs to Mr. Thomp-
son's family.
From Newport comes the news of a
tight which took place Sunday after-
noon ten miles east of there on the
line of Huntiugton's new C. & 0. road
between Italian workmen anti ne-
eroee. Three men were reported
killed and a score wounded. The
trouble is said to have begun in a dis-
pute over the ownership of a jug of
whisky.
Mr. T. W. Rodman has been ap-
pointed receiver at the asylum vice
A. L. Shotwell resigned. The former
gentleman has discharged the duties
of the position faithfully during the
past ten years. His place could not
be filled more acceptably than by Mr.
Rodman, whose familiarity with all
of the surroundings makes him well
acquainted with the duties.
Henderson Gleaner: Chief Loca-
ting Engineer Boyden, of the 0. V.,
went eouth yesterday and will go
south from Hopkinsville, by land, in
the interest of the Ohio Valley ex-
tension ... Supervisor J. M. Speer,
of the Ohio Valley, will take his work
train and force to Evansville to-day
and will likely commence track lay-
ing on the Indiana side immediately.
In Allen county, last Thursday, a
Miss Denton, while doing the family
washing, was very badly burned by
her dress taking tire front behind.
The rear of her limbs, and her back
were frightfully burned. The Senti-
nel says that upon the arrival of the
doctor, he foundliome "flre witches"
if the neighborhood trying to "talk
away" the burn.
Hugging bees are becoming the
rage in the east. They are given for
the benefit of some charity and a
email fee is charged. The huggers
are blindfolded, turned lootte in a
room, are expected to take the first
lady touched. One gentleman at a
party recently hugged his wife for
several minutes before discovered
her identity. When he did he
wanted his fifteen cents back.
The Knights of Pythias celebration
on the 19th inst. will be a grand af-
fair. The members of the Evergreen
lodge are already making extensive
preparations for the reception and
entertainment of their guests. The
Clarksville Progress says: Members
of the Knights of Pythias are drilling
almost every night this week at their
hall, preparatory to their trip to Hop-
kinsville on the 19th inst.
We announce with great pleasure
that the Chautauttuan circles have
secured Hopkineville's favorite lec-
turer, George R. 'Wendling, for the
next date. This gifted scholar, splen-
did orator and deep thinker has vis-
ited this city on several previous oc-
easions and has never failed to draw
large houses. It is earnestly hoped
by the public that Mr. Wendling
will deliver his great lecture on
Stonewall Jackson. If this is done
uo public building will hold the
crowd.
At Rockfield, near Bowling Green,
Saturdey afternoon representatives
of the Hendenton State-line, Bowling
Green dt Northern and Louisville &
Nashville roads made speeches in the
intereet of their respective compa-
nies. The Rockfleld vicinity, which
has been about equally divided on the
question of voting subsidies to the
two proposed roads, will favor the
propoeitions by a large majority. The
L. & N. people are making a deter-
mined effort to defeat the Henderson
State-line proposition.
The Madisonville Hustler gays: Mr.
J. E. Blaine, of this town, died on last
Thursday night after an illness of on-
ly a few days. But few people knew
he was sick until they heard that he
was dead. He had been a citizen of
Madisonville about two years, coming
here from Christian county. He was
an honest, sober, upright citizen and
was liked by all who knew him. He
leaves a wife and several children to
mourn his louts. The remains were
carried,to Christian county for inter-
ment. W'e deeply sympathize with
the bereaved family in their sad af-
fliction.
Elsewhere in this issueuppears the
advertisement of Jno. R. Green & Co.
This house has made a particularly
gratifying record in business circles
in this city, the bettering of which, if
poosible, is their aim and purpose.
Having honeety and fair-dealing as a
motto, and recognizing the fact that
one customer gained through such
methods will pay better in the end
than three added through mierepre-
eentation the husittese hes stetedily
;outwit and expanded until now it is
enormous. As stated in their ativere
tisement they handle everything in
their line of business, and the very
best grades, knowing that the inferior
goods, although truthfully repre-
utented, fail to give satisfaction to the
purchaser. Their salesmen are po-
lite and attentive anti, better, well
posted In the business, thus enabling
them frequently to be of much assis-
tance to the buyer, where he is dubi-
ous am to the particular make of imple-
ment best politer! to his purpose. A
customer once, means a customer al-
1 ways of this house.
Go to A. 0. Bush for boots and
shoes and save money. tf
Things have been unusually quiet
in police circles this week.
Mr. ('. H. Bush is confined to his
bed with a eerious attack of billious
fever.
There Will be a church social ou
this evening at the residence of
-fames M. Howe.
The prohibitionists have engaged
the court house for eight nights be-
tween this time and the second of
March.
Rev. Josephus Chesney lectured to
a large crowd at the court houee
Tuesday night. His theme was pro-
hibition.
The teases against C. P. Nolen,
charged with violating the prohibi-
tion law, have been coutinued until
Saturday.
The mule which reeently strayed
from the premises of M. Hanna was
found Tuesday at Cadiz, where it had
been taken up.
Willis Wood was arrested Tuesday
near Hieer's store. He is charged
with violating the prohibition law,
and his case set for Monday.
Thompsme Wheelbarrow Seeder
taws clover, Timothy, Red Top, Or-
chard Grass, Blue Grass, warranted.
JNO. R. GREEN & Co.
Mr. Fred Martin, a respectable
farmer who lives near Owensbore,
committed suicide Saturday by blow-
ing out his brains with a shot gun.
Jim Hardesty, for murdering Win.
Murphy near Owensboro, without
provocation, was sentenced for a life
term in the penitentiary lust Friday.
The wholesale grocery firm of Cun-
ningham Bros. at Ciarksville has
heen diasolved by mutual consent and
the entire stock will be sold at a geed-
tiee.
The Christian County P lllll one
Orange will hold its next meeting
with the Ornery Grange at West Un-
ion church the first Saturday in
March.
The public is placed at great in-
convenience by slow distribution of
the mails after trains. Mr. McKen-
zie should irrepire his assistants with
more life and energy.
Being manufacturers' agents for the
Iron Duke Harrow, we offer you two
and three section Harrows greatlee
improved over laet year. See our neW
Iron Duke before buying.
JNO. It. OtteeN & Co.
The young people of the Salubria
neighborhood enjoyed a delightful
party Tuesday night at the hospita-
ble home of Squire Penick. Petri-
broke was well represented.
James Hensley, of north Christian,
has a very remarkable mule, that is
at least fifty years old. On several
oacasions when sick it let its heels
fly, and knocked the blue blazes out
of "Father Time."
Tobacco Leaf: It. P. Cole, attorney,
for the Ohio Valley, was in dover last
week in consultation with S. •wart
county's railroad committee concern-
ing the passage of that road through
the county.
The following numbers entitle the
holders of corresponding tickets to
the first, second and third prizes in
the last drawing of the Louisiana
State Lottery which transpired Tues-
day: 25,215, 64,109, 17,160.
The little folks enjoyed an elegant
doll party W'ednesday evening at the
the residence of Mrs. A. G. Bush on
South Main street. Tne party was
given to Miss Mary Ware and her
little friends. Ail came with their
dolls and tea was served at 4 o'clock.
Prof. Rust, vice-president of the
Missionary Circle, wishes to state
that the next meeting will be held at
Crofton and not at Kelly's as has
been stated. The meeting will be
held on the 29, 30 and 31st of March.
Mr. Anderson Garth, of Trenton,
and Miss Eva Wilson, of Paducah,
were married this morning at the
home of the bride. They will pails
through the city this evening euroute
to Trenton, where they will make
their future home
A large crowd assembled at the
Christian church Sunday afternoon
the occasion being a masts meeting of
the W. C. T. I'. in the interest of pro-
hibition. Revs. McDonald and Chea-
ney and S. W. Forgy addressed the
meeting.
"P. H. M.," the pacing wonder
owned by Messrs. Withers & Rags-
dale. of this city, was shipped yet).-
terday to Mr. Crit Davis at Har-
rodsburg to be put in training. Mr.
Davis is a tine trainer and will devel-
op all the speed of this wonderfni
antmal.
Farmers, have you examined the
"New Deere Corn Planter and Cheek
Rower," "The new Deere Disc Har-
row," "The New Deere Walking Rad
RidingCultivator" with parallel mo-
tion? If not do so at once and yon
buy no other.
JNO. It. GREEN St Co.
A majority of the farmers in the
eouthern portion of the county wim
have been the largest tobacco grow-
ere have either decided to plant ho
tobacco at all this year or greatly re-
duce their crops. This is the wisest
policy that the planters can adoptlas
it la the surest method of reducing
the supply to the demand and tHus
getting the great surplus out of ilhe
way.
Owensboro is in a box. Recently
the centractors of the Oweneboro &
Falls of Rough railroad adverthted
for hands to work, but the weather
and two or three other things Ore-
vented the beginning as early as tarot
intended, but it did not prevent the
arrival of the hands, sa can be seen
from the following from the Inquirer:
"The number of idle railroad hands
in Owensboro is - increased daily by
fresh arrivale and the situation of the
new-comers is rather a grave one.
They are pouring in by every boat
from Indiana and Illinois, and eqm-
ing also from the interior of Ken-
tucky. They all route expecting
work and are almost invariably
"broke" when they strike the town
Those who have any money soon
spend it, anti are left to beg or steal
food and lodging. There are now
about 100 of these men in town, with-
out money and without work. '
The annual statement of The Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company,. of
New York, shows the remarkable
progress of that institution during
twelve months. The record made by
the Mutual eclipses its own best ef-
forts, and naturally exceeds that of
any other institution In the world.
The new business written amounted
to $108,214,261.32, an increase of 03,-
756,792.95 over the new risks :troweled
in lae7, anti a gain Of $46,3e1,542 over
the business of 1886-showing a eon-
tinuous anti phenomenal advance.
IThe aseets of the Muteal Life now
' aggregate $1'..Z,082,153.56, indicating
a gain for the year of $7,274,301. The
company has now an outstanding in-
surance account amounting to $485,-
125,184. Its total income front all
I sources itt reported at $26,215,932. It
I paid to its members during the Year
for death clainte and endowments
and other obligations, $14,727,550.=.
Up to date the Mutual had 158,:iiN1
I policies in force, showing a gain in
membership for the year of 17,526,
thus forming the biggest army of
policy-holders in any regular Life In-
surance Company in the world. The
surplus fund was increased $1,645,-
652.11 in 18f48, and the Mutual now
has $6,940,063.33 over and above every
liability.
SLAUGHAWS CARD.
t Satisfactory Settlement of the I7n-
fortunate and Deplorable Affair
at Henderson.
The Young Man Taker UpOls Htnattelf
the Blame Myr the Whole, and
Exhonerates the Young Lad)
in Question.
We give to the public this evening
a card from Gus Slaughter, Jr., of
Henderrou, relating to the unfortu-
nate social sensation which has been
the (emotion theme for the pate week.
The card is twif-explanatory and cont-
inent would lw superfluous. The
.ips and sensationalist,* have made
ellough of the matter and it is the
purpoee of the New ERA to drop it
after this *publication. As will be
seen from Mr. Slaughter's statement
the young lady is completely vindi-
cated.
A CARD TO THE PUBLIC.
Having been greatly perplexed anti
annoyed with innumerable questions
and criticisms of late concerning cer-
tain rumors that have been paraded
before the public by the social goesipe
and _newspapers reflecting upon the
social worth and purity of Miss Lulu
Winfree, of Hopkintiville, I desire to
ally a word to the public in behalf of
said young lady. However mortify-
ing this statement May he to me, I
regard her own vindication as of the
first iniportance. believe Miss
Winfree to be a young lady of un-
blemiehed eharacter and impulses.
No man ean truthfully say that she
has ever premented here or eleew here,
so far as 1 know, tine' but maidenly
and modest deportment. Her uni-
versal demeanor in my presence has
been gentle, innocent; and tinsump'ect-
thug. No sort of taint of immodeety
or impurity of thought se far as I
know or believe can be charged to
her.
The unfortunate circumstances of
which she was the innocent and un-
suspecting victim during a recent
visit (January 12th) of a polo party
from Henderson to Evansville were
without fault, hint, or suspicion, on
her part. I accept and aesume for
myself ail the blame attending that
affair, and desire to state emphati-
cally, inexact justice to her blame-
lessness, that all the statements pub-
lishee in various newspaper articles,
or made by individuals
whether attributed to me or made
gratuitously by such newspapers or
individuals, reflecting on her, are,
and have always been absolutely
false. I denounce them all as untrue.
I have this day seen an affidavit
signed by Miss Winfree, intended for
publication, to defend her reputation
and character from the falsehoods,
expressed and implied in said state-
ments; and in behalf of my own
manhood, and in common justice to
her, and with a view of relieving her
of the necessity of going into the
public print,' with such an affidavit,
I now asseverate that her said affi-
davit is true. I regret the cruel mor-
tification which has grown out of the
affair, and write this card voluntari-
ly, as the only atonement now in my
power, to make the amende hon-
orable.
She says in her statement that she
has suffered. I have suffered, too;
and if it had not been for an unfortu-
nate combination of circumstances
occurring afterwards, for which
neither of us was to blame, the public
would not have been annoyed and
distressed as it has, over published
insinuations and innuendoes.
[Signed.] (We SLAUtilITER, JR.
Feb. 12th, las9.
It is a coronae Fact
That the body is now more suscepti-
ble to benefit front medicine elian at
any other season. Hence the impor-
tance of taking Ilood's Sarsaparilla
now, when if will do ymi the most
good. It is really wonderful for puri-
fying and enriching the blooa, creat-
ing an appetite, and giving a healthy
tone to the whole system. Be sure
to get Hood's Sarsaparilla, which is
peculiar to itself.
---.s.•111.- • AM..--
Capt. H. S. Irwin, of Louisville, will
deliver his famous lecture on "Wise
and Otherwise," at the Baptist chute h
Monday evening, February Dela The
Louisville Commercial Kaye of it:
The lecture of Capt. H. S. Irwin, just
delivered, has received very warm
praise. His discourse affbnled great
enjoyment and pleasure to his audi-
ence. He is an excellent story teller,
anti at the same time an iin pressi ye
and eloquent speaker.
- An•••.-
Persons troublod with rheumatism
shou'd try Chamberlain's i'lain Balm.
One epplication will ease the pain,
and fts continued uee has cured many
eases of chronic and intianonatoey
rheumatism, that haul resisted other
remedies and even the treatment of
the beet physicians. Price, .50 cents
per bottle. For sale by H. B. (lamer.
-ate-
Pat Hawks, charged with shooting
Lewis Weston on the farm of Mr. J.
R. Caudle, near Newstead, about 18
months ago, was arrested by Ellis
Whitlock, colored, yesterday near
Garrettsburg end lodged in jail here.
Hawks law been a fugitive since the
shooting. The examining trial will
be held Tuesday.
A north Christian cOrrespondent cf
the Madisonville Hustler says: Mrs.
Eliza Pyle was aveidentally Mott a
few days ago ley a pistol in the Ilan&
of a careless young man. He snap-
ped the pistol, thinking it was not
loaded. The ball took effect in the
muttele of the arm, inflicting a very
painful, but not dangerous wound.
There is midanger in giving (ham-
berlain's Cough Remedy to ehildren
a* it contains no injurious subetance•,
besides it is unequaled for colds and
eroup. Children lite it. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
A speeial train will convey the
members of Cumberland Lodge, K.
P., of Clarkeville, to the entertain-
ment given by the Knights of title
city on the 19th inst. The Progress
estimate's that at least fifty persons
will attend.
Sam Small will leeture on prohibi-
tion at the opera hotter on the night
of the 25th inst.
Mr. liaily Wailer has recovered
front a eevere spell of 'sickness.
Miss Lulu Hart is now rapidly re-
covering and is out of danger.
Chamberlain's (emelt iteMedy is fa-
e(tmous, for its prompt and effectual
cures of coughs and colde. he moot
severe cold may be loosen anti re-
lieved by a few doses of this/valuable
remedy. For sale by H. B. Garner.
Marriage 1 Jeettse.
w HITE.
W. It. Howell to Catherine Glover.
H. C. Word et) Elvira Hudleson.
(lifetime ic-
J no. Robertson to Zora nningtou.
Lewis Younglove to Geoegia Morris.
--• -4.- .4.--e--
Bat. Anises Pilate.
The best salve in the world for Cute
Bruises, sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum
Fever Sores, Tetter. Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns anti all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Pileteor no
pay required. It it) guarranteed to
give perfect satisfaction, or money
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Harry B. Garner.
SHE IS "1311ATEFUL."
"I saved the life of my little girl by
a prompt use of Dr. Acker%) English
Remed_y for Consumption."-Mrs.
Wee V. HARRIMAN, New York.
Sold by H. B. Garner, Druggist.
Salta Valentine's Day.
Since first we learned to read in the
days Qf long-ago, February 14th has
been observed as the proper oecasion
to choose a fife-partner. Perhaps,
because at this season of the year the
winter winds have died away into
softer, gentler whispers, and the life-
blood starts in swifter flow through
the vegetable and animal kingdom.
bursting the swelling buds almost
into blooming fragrance, waking up
our dormant energies till we are
prompted to celebrate, wRh honors,
that cannonized and calendared saint
whose history anti diameter is partly
wrapped in the unwritten traditions
of legendary lore, which we will pre-
sume to take for granted "cum grant)
salts," in the alenee of a poetic lieenee
that the filature-, both authentie and
fabled, is true, it has becollie
irtlied as a lwautiful deviee, in the
*epitome of the ages, to aid the young
people in their conquests and tri-
umphs of the tendereet passions of
the human heart. In the °Mature.
eourse of human affairs there should
be a time in the early life of every
one who is upright in character, for
time choosing of a life-companion.
Next to the jolly festivities of
Christmas, comes the 14th (lay of Feb
'mare- all over the civilized world,
held as a choosing day, in honor of St.
Valentine, whose piety and firmness
in religious opinione, gave offense to
the setni-barbaric rulers, then in au-
thority in the Roman empire, br-
eathe`, in their inhuman efforts to
stamp out all opposition to their idol-
atrous hero-worship, by the use of
thee-ack anti stake, by which, in the
third century, under Claudius, Valen-
tine was beheaded, after which, it
seems, he was registered in the long
catalogue of saints for hits unflinch-
ing fidelity to the cause of the lowly
Nazarene.
About this season of the year the
birds, it is said, choose their mates,
and continue ' to consort in llama
union, while a sweeter trill is given
to their piping spring-melodies, that
vocalize in tuneful harmouy, the
cheerful symphonies of field and
forest. . •
It is said that some of the ancients,
on this day, ?those their wives, by
a ticket-in-the-hat lottery, frotti
which event began a tittered betroth-
ment, soon to result in nuptials at the
marriage altar. But an intolerant
prieethood was M 11111ell oppoeed to
the interchange of written love-dit-
ties that Godfridus desired to pass a
law to prevent women from learning
to write-so says Burton-becauee
they were in the habit of 'sending
missives that were couched in offen-
sive terms, sometimes to the wound-
ing the sensibilities of the rigidly
refined. Perhaps nwer better for
some we wot of such a law were in
force lucre, who thoughtleettly delight
in beinglhe disguised authors of cut-
ting and contemptuous flings at the
guileless idiosyneracies of others,
no less offensive in character and
habits titan themselves, for some let
fly their doggerel into the camp of
the unfortified, often prompted by
envy, or green-eyed jealousy that go
whizzing to the mark, like poismeed,
barbed arrows of a hateful spite, sud-
denly too, front some obscure hiding,
yet within view of the vietim, writ-
ing in the agoniew of a fruitless indig-
nation. But the harmless humor,
growing out of this occasion of fun,
whim greatly to the social enjoyments
of many who would thus indulge in
the fictions, that of right belong to
youthful life. Whether the causes
that gave rise to this custom of the
wooing world be true in the main, or
questioned as wanting inIthe eseential
elements of historic truth; his name
will go ringing down the ages till the
throbbing activities of animated na-
ture mhall grow still in death and the
rushing tidal waves of thought shall
break upon the distant shores of
human accountability. Vette.
The New Year D▪ a▪ wns Very Auspi-
- ciousiy.
As usual the 224th grand monthly
drawingad The Louieiana State Lot-
tery Company took plave at noon on
Tuesday, Jan. 15th, livStO, at New Or-
leans, La., under the sole superinten-
dence of Genii G. T. Beauregard, of
La., and Jultate1. Early, of Va. No.
5,s82 drew the first capital prize of
$300e)(10. It was sold in fractional
twentiethe at $1.00 each sent to M. A.
Dauphin, New (Menne, La. One to
Geo. T. Davis, Detroit, Mich.; one to
J. HS Diet sin, Detroit, Mich.; one to
C. M. Mel ain, Colorado Spri tete, C'ol
one to W. P.' Gresham, Indinuola,
Miss.; one to German Nat'l Bank,
lfenver, Col.; one paid to Second
Nat'l Bank, Bay t'ity, Mich.; one to
W. Haltterman, Philadelphia, Pa.:
one paid toe depositor through Wells,
Fargo & Co'e Bank San Francisco,
Cal., etc., etc. No. 10,7S9 drew the
seeond capital prize of $100,000; it
was also mold in fractional twentieths
at $1.00 each. Two went to Geo. W
Sewell, Chicago, Ill.; two to Nat'l
Bank of Cotumonwealth, Boston,
Mass.; two to Hamiltum Nat'l Bank
of Fort Wayne. Ind.: two to 1/r. W.
H. Dibble, Meidletoo te Come; one
J. Wither-..1r., San Antonia, Tex.;
one tit Theo. W. Fricke, No. 244 So.
Wily, Bei' itnore, Md.: one to a de-
positor in Union Nat'l Bank, New
(frleans, La.; one to a depositor
Branch State Nat'l Bank, New Or-
leans, La.; one to Mrs. E. M. John-
eon, Albany, N. Y.; one to First Na-
tional Bank, Taylor, 'rex.; one to a
depositor through Union Nat'l Bank,
New Orleans, La.; one to Isaae Will-
Janette), 2one Nort, Front street, Phil-
adelphia, l'a.; etc., etc. No. 94.127
drew the third prize of $0,000, also
wild in twentieth parts; one paid to
Chicago Nat. Bank, Ill.; one to C. C.
Dildine & Co., St. Jotteph, Mo.; one
to Eat. Gentian Ainteriaan Bank of
St. Paul, Minn.; one to Merehante
Nat'l Bank, Louisville, Ky.; one to
City Nat. Bank, Cairo, ; one to a
depomitor, through Wells, Fargo &
Cue. San Franeisco, Cal.; one to J. M.
Martin, Amble, Tex., etc., etc. The
next event of a similar importance
will be on Tuesday, Mareh 12, Mo.
All information Output it linty be ob-
tained on an application to M. A.
Dauphin, New La.
McClellan Springs'.
MCCLELLAN SentNos, Feb. 12.-
al r. Jim Forbee and Bud Barrett. have
a saw mill al this place and they find
neatly sale for all of their lumber in
FaJier u‘Igit:.w.Layton, of Fairview, will
open a blacksmith ehop in a short
time. Also one of our neighbor's will
open a dry goods and grocery store
here.
Tobacco buyer.* are plentiful anti
tobacco is on a boom. Mr. (4. W.
Shaw, Tonellarrow, a Mr. Bean; of
Aligree, and Mr. aleC111111”4, of Pem-
broke, are buying tobaeco in this
neighborhood. Mr. NIonroe Lacy
sold his crop at seven dollars per
round, the rest !told at six *hullers.
Mr. Alex Shaw sold out his dry
goods and grocery' store at Laytons-
ville to Mr. Peter Howe.
The school that was taught at Lay-
tonsville by Walker Welkine, of Sha-
ron tlfove, closed last Seturday.
Mr. Shryer, of your eity, spent the
day last Friday at Mr. Jim Shaw's.
Miss Addie Shaw will teach a three
month ssuleseription school at:Perry's
leadenly commencing that tlir)stts.of
Marele
L. Bardwell, editor of The Marion
-.me. •
The following from the pen of Mr.
(Iowa) Pilot, will. we believe, be of
interest to many of our readers. He
says: "It is with pleasure that I cer-
tify to the real merits of Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy. I have used
it in my family for years and have
always found it most excellent, anti
especially for colds croup and sore
throat. It is safe and effective."
For sale by II. It. Garner.
Thanks.
Madisonville Hustler: The Daily
New Era at Hopkineville is a mute
cow as far as a paper is eoneerned.
I It le readable,. newey and bright am a
I new dollar. Not a number of it em-capes our attention.
A CLEAN SWEEP.
All the News of the Country (lathered
aud put Into Shape For Our
Readers.
Entertainment*, Marriages, Dead's.
rerstotialot, Aeeidents. finproy e-
locusts, and Other Things
stf Interest.
CER U LEA N SPRI NOS, February 11 -
Death has been busy in our midst
knee my last letter to your paper.
Mr. Jae. T. McCargo, a brother of
Mr. Louis MeCargo, of this neghbor-
hood, died after an illness of three
weeks at the house of his brother.
His relativee have the eympathy of
the community in their hour of trial.
Mr. Lame Gothard died at the
rettitience of his father in the vicinity
of Bainbridge on the second of this
month. The doctors pronounced his
disease ulceration of the stomach.
Mr. (hither(' was a pious, exemplary
and devoted Christian. He has been
a consistent member of the Pleasant
Grove Baptist church for several
years. Notwithstanding the very
painful nature of his disease he bore
his sufferinge with great resignation
and Christian fortitude. As the hour
of his death drew near his faith grew
brighter and his hopes stronger and
he expreseed his willingness to obey
the StlItill101IS. He leaves a large
circle of friends anti relatives to
mourn over their irreparable loss.
Mr. Perryman, the new pastor of
the Miesionary Baptist church at
this place, is giving very general sat-
isfaetion. lie has inaugurated a
flout-jelling Sunday-school in our vil-
lage with en attendance of about
fifty seholars. The nehool has a
most efficient superintendent in Mr.
lack White.
Prof. Thom began a private school
here on Monday, theINth of January,
ith an enrollment of twenty-tive
pupils; the attendance now Is thirty-
nine witit prospecto of a further in-
crease. The professor haul been long
and favorably known in this eection
as an educator. Mr. Lee Davis, a
pupil attending this school was taken
sick lust week with pneumonia, hut
we are glad to learn is getting better.
Work is progressing rapidly on Mr.
Johnson's Dew store and if no unex-
pected delay oecurs it will be ready
for the reception of goods by next
week.
Mr. SaM Boyd has taken posses-
sion of Nolen'e old stand and will
have in a stoek of new goods this
week. Verily our little town low
struek a genuine boom.
Mr. John Pursley, of this place and
Miss Alice Faulkner were married
on the 24th of last month, at the resi-
dence of the bride's father.. T e Rev.
Perryman performed the ceremony.
May their ntarried life be a happy




B.tistiKIDUE, KY., Feb. 11.-There
has been a protracted meeting going
on at Mt. Carmel the past week.
Miss Dona and Mr. Charley Woos-
ley, of the Sinking Fork neighbor-
hood, were the guests of W. H. But-
keit family last Sunday.
Mrs. Susan A. PPool, of Bain-
bridge, returned home Monday from
a visit to her daughter, Mrs. J. W.
etota m ore .
There was a party given at Mr. J.
D. PRoolat last Saturday evening
and a pleasant time was had. Those
present were Migges Bettie, Docia and
Nettie PPool, Nora Meesamore,
Mollie Blackburn, Minnie PPool,
Ida Gresham, Bell P'Pool anti Messrs.
Mack and Leslie Owen, Willis Keys,
Barney Butler; Nat Boyd, Jim P'Pool,
Hick and Mack Carriel, John and
Herbert Lawson, Charley' Boyd, Bob
Solomon, Frank Stewart, Jim Rod-
gers, Lige Bryant, Other Stuart, Rob-
ert Woosley, Henry and Tobe Simp-
son, Lucian I"Pool, Al PPool and
others too numerous to mention.
0. I'.
Concord Ripples'.
CluNColtiu, Ky., Feb. 11.-Rev. W.
NI. Ilall tilled his appointments at
Coneord Iwo Sunday and Sunday
night.
There was a temperance epeaking
at Concord last Saturday night.
Speeches by Mr. Max and Tom Ilan-
berry followed by Mr. Wolfe, better
known as litele Johnnie.
Mr. Charlie Lacy and wife and
mother were visiting in the city last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Johnson enter-
tained a few of their friends at their
home on the Madisonville road one
night last week. The young ladies
present were Misses Dora, Ella and
Dee Andereon, Addle Morris, Jane
and Suds Long; the gentlemen were
Messrs. Mack Anderson, of south
Chrietian, Joe Johnson, of Kelly's
Station, John Long, George Ander-
pion, Mark Boyd, Dan Toner anti
I:at-nest Boyd.
Mr. (I. W. Cox and wife were visit-
ing at the latter's father's last Satur-
day and Sunday.
There will he. a temperance speak-
ing at Concord next Satuaday night ;
speeches by Col. D. L. Johneon, S.
Walton Foray and others.
Miss Emma Courtney, the belle of
the Concord neighborimod, is visiting
M hot Laura I /*vie. Fieiss Y.
Lafayette% Ky.
LA FA 1- ETTE, Ky., Feb. 12.-A few
nights since some thief entered the
boot anti shoe shop of M. K. Martin,
while he was °Won a spree to Long
Hollow, Trigg county, and took his
trunk, carrying it some distance
fount town where they broke it open
and took from it thirteen dollars and
two pairs of boots. No clew has yet
been discovered.
Mr. A. P. Collins, of Olmstead, Lo-
gan eounty, was in our village to-day.
We understand that Alex will move
to Missouri ehortly.
Misses Katie and :Beulah Collins,
of 1)1111,44.mi, are visiting relatives in
our neighborhood.
Mr. James Weaver, of Weaver's
Store, Tenn., has istught the Banner
livery' stable and will run it thie year.
Jim will take possieseion to-day.
Luther Benson will speak in favor
of prohibition here to-niorrow night.
We are expecting quite a crowd.
Mrs. J. G. Joiner, who has been
quite sick is now convaletteent.
Mrs. It. W. Tuck has been very rick




A view'', Feb. 12.-Harvey lieu-
derwm, son of Mr. Sam lienderwm,
fell into a loth tif hot water whit+ had
been used for residing hogs route
days since, but fortunately eseated
serious injury.
A fine mare, valued at $225, belong-




(if the people you meet from day to
day has perfectly pure,healthy blood.
The hereditary serofulous taint af-
flicts the large majority of people,
while many others acquire disease
TOBACCO DEPARTMENT.
01.1.•
Wednesday at an adjourned meeting
the liopkineville Board of Trade
completed its work commenced at
the annual session In November by
the election of the two additional in-
spectors required by its by-laws.
Messrs. Otto. V. Green and It. B.
Withers belles the fortunate gentle.
men. And now by the election of a
full board of inspectors composed of
such gentlemen as Messrs. 1). F.
Smithson, N. A. Barnett, Geo. V.
Green and R. B. Withers, the Hop-
kinsville board renews its guarantee
of a fair and just inspection, and un-
der their Peals with confidence, offers
samples to the trade. The board has
whereof to felicitate itself.
The inspector's report for the week
ending Feb. 1301., shows
Reecipts for the week .. 110 blots.
" " year .. 1,1MI lids.
Sakti for t he week   12S hints.
Sales for the year l LAOS Mids.
Which is by no means a bad show-
ing, when there is taken into con-
sideration the fact that there has
been since November let., so little
weather for handling tobacco.
A large proportion of the offerings
this week resulted in sales at figures
aktade below lest week's quotations,
and while bidding was generally
sp'rited, it was at nIttleft irregular and
fitful, evidencing, we are afraid, a
disposition to recede from former
prices; one reason for which it is
possible, may be found in the fact
that considerable "bad order" is
making ite appearance on the board.
Luge were less affected by fluctua-
tions titan leaf, and maintained
thernee lyre with more obetinacy
prices on which, when in good order
were slightly higher titan last week,
while to the sante extent leaf was
lower. We give quotations as fol-
lows:
Lug., common I 75 to 2:Z
Lugs, good '2 25 to
Leaf, common 4 Unto ABU
Leaf, medium 25 to 6 2.5
Leaf. good . B5UtoriUlt
Sales by Abernathy & Lone, 20
hhds. as follows:
6 hhde. medium leaf, $5 00 to 6 9e.
Mids. low leaf, $3 50 to 4 95.
6 Idols. lugs, $1 75 to 2 70.
Hanbery & Shryer, sold 20 ithde. as
follows:
4 hhds. medium leaf, $5 75 to 6 .50.
7 hhda. common leaf, $4 30 to 5 00.
9 hilds. new lugs, $2 50 to 2 90.
Sales by Wheeler, Mills & Co., of
:16 hilds. as follows:
hhcle. lugs, 2 to $3 2.5.
16 hied& low leaf, $3 50 to 5 00.
12 hhds. leaf, $5 00 to 800.
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co., of
12 hhds. as follows:
2 Mids. leaf, $6 20 to 7 00.
10 !Aide. lugs, $1 00 to 2 50.
Sales by Nelson et Dabney, of 10
hinis. as follows:
2 iffids. new lupe $2 25 to 3 00.
8 hhds. new leaf, e4 75 to 7 00.
Sales by Gant & Gaither Co. of 30
iffids. new tobacco as follows:
6 hhds. good leaf $6 to ti 75.
14 " common and med. leaf $3 50
to 5.50.
10 hhde. lugs $2 00 to 400.
Two great enemies-Hood's Sarsa-
parilla and impure blood. The latter
is utterly defeated by the peculiar
medicine.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
White and Colored Shirts almost
given away at Pye, Dicken & Wall.
Ties and Collars a specialty at Pye,
Dicken & Wall.
No Matter
What you want for the sewing ma-
chine, C. E. West & Co., the Machine
Men, have got it, 10.5 west side Main
street.
Just received a lot of (lent's Fine
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, Latest
Styles, at Pye, Dicken & Wall.
Fridays Until Spring.
(In each Friday until our spring
trade opens, we will have a special
sale, it will pay you to call on these
days. We have bargains in every-
thing, also all remnants on hand will
be *old on that day.
N. B. ;Allem
Just received another ease of Stiff'
Hats that we will sell at 98 cents, and
the goods are worth $1.50 to $2.00 each
at l'ye, Dicken & Wall.
Just R•ect..,ived.
\Vitae Goods, Hambergs, Swamies,
Laces and lots of new goods for
spring.
N. B. SHYER.
'1'lle prices on Underwear cut deep
at rye, Dicken it. Wall.
WEL L
We can save you money if you are
in need of anything in our line.
PRICES CUT
On all goods. They must go this
month in order to make room for new
stock. You will be astonished at our
low prices.
Iltieei,AND & KENNEDY.
It is now a eettled fact with all
great prophets ineludinglimyself that
we will have plenty of very cold
weather this season. And in order
to make things lively for the balance
of title winter, we will ciente out all
heavy goods at less than the low
prices we have been selling them at
up to this date.
Blankets in White, Red anti Gray,
(7ontforts, Quilts and Lap Robes;
Flannels in all oollors; all heavy
Boots and Shoes prices cut in too.
Overcoats at one-half price, all cloake
absolutely sacrificed to doer. (live
us an early call.
N. B. SHYER.
The Nearest approach
To a genuine cross-legged, tailor made suit of clothes that
has ever been attained by any manufacturer on this conti-
nent is admitted by all to be Strouse Bros. clothing. They
were the first in the field to manufacture
"High Art Clothing,"
And have improved their already perfect garments every
season until now they have reached the very pinnacle of
perfection in cut, make-up, trimmings and finish. And it
is with no small degree of pride that we say to our custom-
ers and friends that we have secured the exclusive sale of
these goods in this market, and that we will now be able to
show a
Class of Clothing
That has never been handled in Hopkinsville before. In
addition to regular sizes, they manufacture a SPECIAL
line of suits to fit tall, slim men, and now our long, lank,
lean friends, who have been wearing coats with sleeves 3 to
6 inches too short, and with waists that look like they are
trying to climb over their shoulders, can have the satisfac-
tion of wearing •
Perfect Fitting Clothes
As well as our better proportioned brothers. They also
make a SPECIAL line of suits for short,. stout, fat men,
and now, corpulent friends, you, who have worried your
life most out trying on and hunting around for just a half
way fit-never hoping to get a petfect fit-can find coats
that won't make you look like a stuffed toad, and a pair of
pants that you won't be afraid to sit down in.
While the cut, trimmings and make-up-of this High Art
Clothing is far
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS
Yet the price we will guarantee to keep down as low as you
can buy the same material any where. We are trying to -
raise the standard of clothing kept in Hopkinsville, and
will do it with the assistance of our rriends. We have just
received a shipment of
Vine Suits
In High Novelties from the above manufacturer and will
take pleasure in showing them to our friends. Call and see
them, they are all marked in plain figures, and our terms
are one price to all alike, no jewing or dickering.
J. II. Anderson & Co.,
Class Corner.
Dissolution Notico.
The firm of Callis dr. Co., is
this day dissolved by the with-
drawal of T. J. Morrow from
said firm The business will
in the future be conducted by
E. G. Cailis and H. D. Wal-
lace under the firm name of
Callis ck Wallace. The old
business of Callis & Co., will
be settled either by E. G. Cal-
lis or T. J. Morrow. Office






This splendidly brod-yoons horse will make
the swain of 1•04, at the driving park. near
Hopkinssille. under the management of
P.11 Mf•Natint • aunt will serve a limited
number of nott'es. FM' terms, conditions and
pasturage us-e Mr MeNanny.
egnoultig.
Ity Nb-ronly'. Httiohletonlan. recort1
1st. 41A111. Katie 1A.e, hy Itoctiester, by Imp,
Bonnie Seot land, dam. Lady 1.oincastter ; 2nd.
dant, Kate, by Is, Paul
YLDIGIMIC or ICCURDY•14 11ANIBLZTONIAN.
Bv !iambi, sire of Maude S dam,
Belie, the dam of lIkdinotit. the sire of N tit -
wossl, Weilgewissl. Cora Belmont,
2:24*
HANIBLETONIAN.
Foaled May Ith Ist45 A rich chestnut ; fine
style and art Ion suid will prtive a trotter and
produce trotters. Ile stands Ift!.,i hands and
combines inhls bretsilng. the top of the trotting
family (theitunibletonian on his tslre's side,
with the rich thoroughbred family the I mii.
Ronnie seot land, oil the dAlICM side. Be us a
grand stock horse In *ire, general confiirni-
ance tont rieli breeding.
The firm of Callis & Co.,  
having been dissolved by
mutual consent, all persons I
indebted to said firm arc
hereby requested to come
forward and make prompt
settlement of their indebted-




Of NVestchester Co., N. Y., To the PublicAnd His Descendants,
1649-2.8E37.
An Illustrated book of 410 taws, eontalning a
reeorit
Families of Every Name
descended fr  the (4.111111011 aneestor. This
ork Is ores's lid interest to till In the slate
ho are descendants of
James Edward Jesup,









No. 119 Matti street, ut Railroad,
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.
On receipt of price we will ship to




ty IA:hlsk:71" ($11A 71; tv Whisky $-2 ountue kr; 2::::imAU.rtionmi'l
-10 eaV4N%ar:rh1:11 ").11k.:'::. C11% (:)",.:17110 )5: 15-'10)k I: el ;ht. kv)I.e. t'ottn-
lilac k berry Ord extra.
Cootie always shipped by return
from impure air, improper food and
wrong inuluigenees. Hence the int- I 
train tot day (tittered. Remii by reg-
istered letter or P. 0. order, anti
perative necessity for a reliable blixel prompt delivery and perfect satisfae.
!purifier like Hood's Sarsaparilla, tion is guarantee
d.
SLAUtilITER MCCULL4wit,
Which eradicates every impurity, and Owensboro, Kentucky.
gives to the blood vitality and health
It cures scrofula, salt rheum, humors
boils, pimples, and all other effeee
then* caused by impurities or poison-
ous germs in the blood. All that is
asked for Hood's Sarsaparilla is that
it be given a fair trial.
Notice to Creditors.
All persons having claims against A'.
t'ombs art. nsiutred to prove same before Ill!





As will be seen by the above notice,
we, E. G. Cattle and H. D. Wallace,
have formed a partnership as Callis
& Wallace, to do a general real estate.
insuranee and eollecting business.
We have heti 10 years experience iu
the business and a line of companies
that cannot be surpassed by prompt
settlement. For want of more room
we have moved our office to the two
rooms lately occupied by the post-of-
fice, where we will be glad to see all
of our old friends and as many new
ones OA prompt attention in all mat-
ters entrusted:to us will bring.
We write all chigoes of fire anti tor-
nado insurance and prompt settle-
ment') iu caae of loss. Real estate
bought and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses rented and
rents collected; property listed with
us for sale advertifted free of charge
to owner.
CiLLIS
C. I: .1 ARIRITT.
Corner Vireinia yid Eighth streets
Keeps a full line of horses and
vehicles, also proprietor
CITY TRANSFER LINE,
Carriag'es, buss, and transfer wagon
MEET ALL TRAINS.
Passengers anti bagg'age carried to
and from all trains to
ANY PART OF THE CITY.
Leave orders at stable. Telephone
76.
Tailor's Parlor.
F. T. Gorman has removed
to Main street over Kelly's
jewelry store, where he has
fitted up a handsome
Tailor's Parlor,
His stock is complete in
every respect. Gentlemen in
want of tine clothing will
find it to their interest to call
and examine his stock before
purchasing elsewhere. "My
Motto," perfect fits, fine wool-
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Caveats, and Trade-Marko obtained. an all Pat
eat balasse conducted for M AAAAA TC Furs.
022 Orrice Ii nepOSiTt U S. P orrice
led "m em isieore 'rout to law time than 
awes
mmois Men M.
Smog dras log or photo.. with dew
rip•
I... We *de,...), tf ',turntable or at. 
pee of
tallage. Oar fee nor due MI patent is seemed.
A PillISPPILCT. " How to Obtain 
Patents.' • it,
amass of actual clients ta your State, Coun
ty, us
Iowa, smut tuba &Irene,
C. A.SNOW &CO.
PaTICIST °MCC. 111•111011111470111. D. C.
Punts Ban env son C it
diem intmethate relief. Catarrhal
elms IS soon expelled Irons the r-
WO, abbd Ube ,11/1.,010,1 At. 11011 Of 11•V
MOM. membrane t• op/aced t.)
ammatise secnitions.
=um le 'Ewa Oue pftetage• odicient quantity for a
trsaterta.
A Caltil in the Read It renewed hv
of Pine is remiss Ihr
The coralbrt to be got
It is this say Is worth many
Bass imam
Sem end pleasant to we.
Price. meetly. Suet to druggists
or sew by roan
X. T. Itasztettt warn-n, Pa.
ealiqr•-erteita
Cho BUYERS' OrIDStia
isvued bLezch and Sept..
r..cti year. It is an eney-
c:onswila of usehil infor-
mation tor all who put.
cease Gino luxuries or ha
noceasities of We. We
• • I. you and furnish you with
✓ %;c . sea. y sad u ;last away.,
• • 1.,m, r; to Me. waik. dance. bleep.
fiena. to•ca. work, go to cl.urch
••! ear Si 1201310, and 'a various
7124 and quantities. Just near* On'
• • coottirei to do, all those things
r.sr. r flit LIU, ma you ova r a:- e • four
t •st tau value of th 3 liCYERZ.
triatp" , itte•, r It be sent
• sr , 10 rents to p .y p st•as.
"••-• .1%741MERY WARD it CO.









WNW Chip sad vitk Spud WNW
SMIRTEST AND OUICIEBT ROUTE
Item M. Lash, Evaswitee and Reste-e:••
to der A pure extract from the yellow pine of the
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Horsixev mut (moos No. 37, A. F. A A. M.
Bryan Hopper, W. M.
Lodge meets at 1Ilikautile }Init. third story
TI ;eon itlook, ems Monday night In each
month. -
-
ORI ENTA L CHAPTER NO. 14, K. A. H.
Thorium Rui.11111111, H. I'.
Stated Coil VOCILUISUS aecuud Monday of cucti
month .)losoctie Hall.
MOORE Ct/MM.%:s; DERV NO. d, K. T.
Sr. Kt. It. Deltrich, E. C.
Meets fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Halt.
ROYAL ARC:I:NI:M. HOPE INSVILLE
COUNCIL, NO. aii4.
Jon. I. Landes. Regent.
Meets second atul fourth Thursdays in eseli
11111Plith at J. I. Landes' othee.
DIOAYON COUNCIL NO. 8, CHOSEN
FRIEN104.
M. Lipattne, Chief Counselor.
Mes•te at I. (1. I. F. Hall second and fourth
M.inday in each sit is.
411 ItISTI.4,N Lola; E NO. ith, K. OF H.
It. M. Atitierrin. I iietator.
Nleeta first and thinl Tnewlay in each month
at It. M. Anderson's; Hall.
EV ERGREF.N 1AdHIE No. 18, K. OF P.
Bally Waller. C. C.
Lodge relecte second and fourth Thursdays
in catch month at Howes'. Hall.
EN ta)WMb:NT RANK. K. or P.
L. R. Davis, Pres't.
Meets third Monday in each naouth at It.
M. Anderson's Hall.
N 10 11Th oF TH E iioLhEN C Rosie,
B. R. Nance, N. C.
IL A. Rogers, K. of L.
Meets Ow find and third Elide., sin each
month.
ANCIENT oRDER OF UNITED WORK-
MEN.
W„ H. Lee, M. \V.
Time of meeting, second and fourth Tues-
days at McCamy, Ruffle I Co.'s office.
GREEN RIVER LODGE NO. SI, 1.41. 0. F
A. S. Caldwell, N. G.
Meets every Friday night at I. O. tt. F. hull.
litlem•T ENCAMPMENT NO. 31. 1. 0.
E. Ft Henderson. C. P.
Lodge meets first and third Thursday nights
as I. 0.44. F.
ORDER 1..!9 THE IRON HALL
John Moryon, P. C. J.
Meets fourth Wedneethly in each month at
John Moeyon's.
FLORENCE LODGE NO. IT, DAUGHTERS
OF REDEKA.
Meets third Monday night at 1. 0.0. F. Hall.
The Christian County Pilile society, Joe
Mccarroll. Pres.. W. W. Clark. See., execu-
tive committee, J. I'. Braden, Chm'n, meet,
second Thursday ,,leach month at 7 p. in., at




Meets first and third Monday evenings In
each month at 7.!i1 o'clock at their lodge room.
Main street, avond Store over &
th-ershiner's building. K. MeNeal. Preaident;
Ned Turner. Secretary.
FREEDOM LODGE NO. 73, I'. B. P.
Meets first and third Twister nights in
Powell's Hall, Court street. E. W. Glass, W.
H.; L. K. Unekner, Secretary.
USADORA TEMPLE NO.:IS, S. OF F.
Meets second anti fourth Tuesdays In earh
month in C. 14( F. Pali, Postell's Blot*, Court
street. Augusta Mornett. \V. P.: Carrie Banks,
I). P.; Katie Caaky, Secretary.
HOPKINSVILLE 1A)LKIE NO. IOW. 0. t.
0. OF 0. F.
Meet& second and fourth Monde* nights at
Homer & overshiner's Hall. Main airs-et.
Chariest Jimmie, N. 0.: William lintv, V. 0.;
E. W. Warm 1'. K.; William Clark, N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LOME NO. 11147, O.N.O. OF F




r11110V41111 unsettle; from abo.e 'Me to
Nardwille and Asstaamega, makiag 4.. a. can
soetimis Inas
P-C1.2-12211‘11. 1114.111241 Cara
ger Lusads, Sarsaask, Saws, Jackwarillm
sad 5atsa is Florida.
eJsaselless at. nods st Qatari* we Bade
an felet•
WORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
Pallenaa Talmo Carl
EMIGRANTS 117.11.1`,: -..es:'::::1I ...receive special low rates.
PA Agents ed Ws Comps'? for tmea, rectal,
Ac, ST write. C. P. sTe.k.L_ '.1.1'..4 *Taitii. KL.,
tin
tai-iiii.etaii-
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
South. Cures Rheurnat lent, Neuralgia.
Toothache. Earache, nipretins,etwellintr. Ring-
worms. Frost hiten. Ski E rupt lone, all Throat
and Chest Affection*. etc , anti a great miler
Co ei mei pt 1$' ea. If used *vont I ng to dirt*,
Dons and fails to give satisfaction after • safe
flelent test is made, we guarantee to refund
the money. Price 50 cents. For Pale by
Wyly & Burnett. 41. E. (neither, H. B. Garner,
Btirkner Leaven and It. E. Christian, Hops
kinsv ill,. Ky.










Leaves Rusaellvhll TOSaB. 551 a• ni • , 13. AGAINSI• 0 IBER REMEDIES.
...saves Central City . 111 06 •. t I 60 p. m
trricer at ivrensboro 10.46 a. mu 4 45 p. m
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re AM Co., April 20, 1887.
I have been suffering most thirty
years with an itching and burning all
over my face end body. I took eigh-
teen bottler of ope blood medicine
and it did me no good. I cummenced
last January to use B. B. B., and at-
ter using live bottles I felt better and
stouter than I have In thirty years,
my health hi better and I weigh more
' than I ever did, Tim itching has
nearly ceased, and I ant confident
that a few more bottles of IL B. B.
will eUre me entirely. I tun slaty-
two years old end Van BOW do a good
day's work in my field. I eonricier it
the best medicine I have ever seen,
for it certainly did me more good
than all the medicine I have ever ta-
ken. I had. in all, nearly a hundred
risings on my face, neck and body.
JAMES PINKERTON.
I THU BOTTLESCURE RHEUM ITISM.
BOUGHTON, ARK., June 4, 1887.
I cheerfully state the following
Dirc et Ro in regard to the use of your med-Rine in my family. My little son, 14
years of age, sufftosel from an aoUte
attack of rheumationn, caused by un-
due exposure and chilling of the blood;
I heard your remedy highly recom-
mended, and purchased one bottle of
Moncrief & Bro., Prescott, Ark. In
about one month, after using the bot-
tle, lie became so much better that I
got the second bottle which is now
heing used, and my son is nearly well,
Texas spa I hink by removing him to a
cooler bummer cliniete (which I will
rerseserlesste are lee On Sala. Callan OW do) and continuing he use, a perfect







Stopassea remedies In bens avec eai.../
taken by yoct.c na.o: res1221 a:21
X.., IL I.Sissalix•PL tee system, Ot=tpe.attc COLDS.
HEADhC.1.4. sad F 110 at .• the eels
t"....0 • .*.1 15em It -.Of CURE Li:Antal
nt TI2ATION
rein; !t 10 es, uhatit m sits,
SO C-pi I r..,̀ .11. may hrmed. It is
PERFECTLY SA 7- E IN ALL CASES.
Syrup of Fig s
...lien or .!el.alit,:te It • is zently.
Tart p•pliv and th•aroogitly. in the tode•rs.
I,,.,. stomach arid and does not cop'
is;. Sims polispouX or irjurimn sohst.nces at
soy k s:
Er,stst!,-r, he nano.
Syr.ip of Fig" s
idu.13 051.11 xv toe
CAL1FOR s•IA FIO SYRUP CO.,
St SAN P• •••,:-. ilCSL
Ms N
For 'ante ,r. pc. and fla.do Bottles






Leaves Oweinsbnei 1:0 p.m. 11:00 • .
Leaves Central City • 4:11 p rn. P:30 s. m.
Arrives at litaaitelleettO 0:10 p. a. I:16 p m.
Leases Matedel,Ville 41040 a. tri0.40 p sr
&missal Adaterille  $11.00 a. in.
(7 30 p





The Christian Women's Charity
Aseociation of ILopkluivLlle may take
pride in the noble work which it has
avoomplished during the past year. 'ery Interesting Letter
Tide society is compe ted of the 
no- A
()lost women of Hopkinsville regal d-
let+ of denominatiou, are banded to-
gether in a emote which must appeal
to the heart of everyone--the alle-
viation of the sorrow and suffering of
the poor families who are unable to
provide the eoutforts of home.
Since the organization' .of this so-1
cieth three years ago it has eollected
anti dietributed itundrede Of dollars
to the victims of poverty who have
come under its notice. During the
past year nearly three hundred dol-
lars were dietributed in this way and
the good resulting from the judicious
distribution of the funds can not be
eetintated. 'Fite society has been in-
srumental in bringing many worthy
unfortunates to the notice of the city
council tied having provision made
for many who but for its careful work
might have been overlooked. They
have now in the treasury $103.05
which will be used this winter. Such
an organization literati the respect
and deserves the hearty encourage-
ment of tile entire community.
VARIETIES.
SHE IS e•UHATEFUL."
"I saved the life of my little ,girl by
a prompt use of Dr. Aeker's Isuglish
Remedy for Consumption."-Mrs.
Wei. V. HARRIM A N, New York.
Sold by H. B. Garner, Druggist.
WHAT SELLS.
Any article of genuine merit ought
to sell, some place B. /3. B. against
the world. W e present below a re-
markable showing front an obscure
section, not traversed by railroads,
which carries its own conviction. It
is the same e ay wherever B. B. B.
has been introduced and given a trial
with other remedies:
A REMARKABLE SHORING FOR Ii. U
W. J. FULLER
iraMPVILITII a C.1•311M1•11.1 Daily, 'AGSM
The Littat Dret..."ht Atealmo
2' 1R- 4-- IsT IC S r. I 1s7




Will leave f Cannelton iisaly
except Shrelay. at 4 o'clock, a a,. treking sure
oonnectionr wiles the O.. R. I N. FL R.
leturniag. Lannsiton itally at CEO t.
ea., Sunday excepted. and Owentlisro at 1p.m.
Illtirtrae ?no c•
Leaves KTSSIVilie Pa to. titian
Gotrestlweasboro.  tp. m. +harp
Fare Soc. :or round tete on Sunday. tint not
resporodhic to• .trarnar n5mbs/4r' ,tellinagraaward.
i'.i 15515 & Shit Yk, Axent•
B. B. a most excellent blood purifier.
Coss. H. TITUS,
It. R. Agt., Boughton, Ark.
It Reek of Weeder‘, Free
All who desire full inforniation
altout the cause and cure of Blood
Poisons, Scrofula and Scrofulous
Swellintrs, Ulcers, Sores, Rheuma-
tiem, kidney Complaints, Catarrh,
etc., can ['retire by mail free, a copy
of our att-page illustrated book of
wonders, filled with the moat
ful and startling proof ever before
• known. Address,
BLOOD BALsi Co., Atlanta, Ga.
SE5i IT*" (SE. NT I 21K CV .
ESTABLISHED 1843
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
CHICIC=12ZIINTG- PIANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and KurtztnadanPianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to salt purchasers.
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M E. Rives, at Hopkinoville, who will take pleasure in calling upon HD
those who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most excceLlent Instruments.
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH tt: NIXON.
From Picador.
FRANCIS WILSON, AND WHAT
HARD STUDY HAS MADE HIM.
The Rise and Fall of the Gambling
Fraternity in Louisville-What
Became of the Leaders.
A Projet4 on Foot to Celebrate the
. Centenary of Kentucky's Ad-
mission into the Union--
Some News Notes.
Special Correspondence of the New Era,
LortsviLLE, Feb. 8.-There is at
Macauley's theater this week a man
who illustrates in himself the infinite
value of a good education more than
any other man who is a public favo-
rite. It is Francis Wilson, the lead-
ing comedian of the famous Casino
Opera Company of New York. Ten
years ago Mr. VVileon was one of a
"team" of ordinary song and dance
men performing in variety theaters
and earning perhaps $100 per week
between the two of them. Before
that he was a bootblack, totally with-
out education. When he found that
his wintetic talent and *aleatory skill
would support hint lie gave rein to
an unconquerable ambition that was
supported by strong determination.
He began to spend his leisure time
between performances and on the
loug, weary rides on railway trains
from one city to the other in syste-
matic study which was planned un-
der the direction of a tutor, mean-
while saving his money. In a few
years he had a bank account that
()stabled him to abandon the variety
stage and the money it made for him
and seek a place as a utility man in a
legitimate company at ten dollars
per week, VS0141 thie humble begin-
ning, by hard study and thought, he
made of himself a popular favorite as
a comedian. To-day he receives $100
for every perfOrtnauee in which he
eppears-seven times a week-and
his annual income is about $1:1,000.
This he will shortly resign to estab-
lish his owit theater in New York
where lie proposes to work out a plan
of his 0%11 for amusing the public.
In the Meantime Mr. Willion is a
Latin, Germau and French student,
familiar with the best literature, a
gentleman of many accomplishments
and an artist of the most finished
character. As the humorous but in-
oteined thief in "Erminie" he pre-
sents an abtiCtlUtU type of the charac-
ter as pelicemen and jouetiatiets see
it about the 81.011011 htilittes of great
pities. 11Ven tO theuniusitual and
harsh voice, the frightened obsequi-
ousness to authority and the furtive
glance that betrays einipiclon of every
thing, he has the picture perfectly
elaborated. With all this there is
mingled an absurdity and comicality
that keeps the house in a roar. Mr.
is one of the men who deserve
success. He has not sought mere
huanetal prOspetity bet lute ereated
out of himself a student and a man of
letters. N'hat has become of his
former variety partner? Well, he is
probably doing high kicking in va-
riety theaters and amusing himself
as he did ten years ago.
*al
It IS, generally speaking, the men
who have something else to do in life
save having what young men call "a
good time" who succeed in careers
that comprehend more than merely
Making money. They leave an im-
press of thentselyes upon the world
around them and take a place in his-
tory. In the history of every art and
of every community there are men
who get pages for their names because
they have had i definite object and
bate resisted all temptations to neg-
lect its attainment. They may be de-
layed in their progress, they may
have great hardships to encounter,
and may miss all of that froth which
is SO seductive when once it has been
theted by the young, but after awhile
the way bentonite eesieri the burden
lighter and the student finds he has
ureated a laoting world in his own
mind and Ito development that never
loses its delights and which promises
hint his place in history. Robert
Burns Wilson, the young Keutuckian
*Wile poems have been so universal-
ly read, h. one of this mold of men.
He endured poverty and he put
amusement aside, applying himself
to the study of art in letters and col-
ors until he was immersed in a new
world. He would not seek any tem-
porary means of making money ex-
cept through the exercise of hie cho-
sen profeesion. Now all the sivifnuea
are open to him and still a young
man, upon the threshold of his ca-
reer, he is sure of a plaoe in the liter-
ature of the country; just how great,
the future of his work is to decide.
But he has formed life-time habits
that contribute to his happintoet and
his power to do better work every day.
More than this he has created his
own world in which he Is master and
which will never be tiresome to him.
There is no thing impossible to him
who determiner to do it and no thing
Is so easy as a tails which is well be-
gun. All of which, by the way is
sermonizing of the orthodox charac-
ter, but it will not hurt any of you
readers who take this up on Sunday
morning.
Every now and then can be seen on
the streets here a man who, five
years ago, was a great power in Louis-
ville, but who has since vanished
from the places that once knew him
so well. This In the well-known
"Col" Dick Watts, once the Monte-
Crlsto of gamblers and the Robert
Houdin of livid polities. It is aston-
ishing how many men come up in
cal affairs and for a few months or
years Neein to be directing end con-
troling powers and then disappear
suddenly without explanation.
While they are up the papers are full
of them, the aspiring office-seekers
are obsequious to, them, the politi-
cians eonsult with them, and all
Jove's wire-working thunderbolts
seem to pass through their hands.
When they are gone their names are
soon forgotten. "Col." Dick Watts
represented the great force of the
gambliug fraternity which for many
years ruled Louisville politics with a
hand of iron. Ile was an alderman,
chief of the finance committee (and
what is to the purpose, was recog-
nized as a first-class representative
and was not suspected of profiting by
or trading on his position), and his
word traversed *great deal of the un-
written political law. He lived like
a duke and spent many thousands of
dollars a year in treading those flow-
ery paths where one's feet are said,
on good authority, to take hold on
hell. He built the finest gambling hell
In the south, supplied it with elec-
trical machinery for conducting the
games, and in the ntidet of the prom-
ise of further progress in luxury,
gambling was made a felony and the
frail fabric of power vanished like
the colors of a dream. Nothing so
vividly illustrates t.he descent from
the gambling domination here as the
absence from the newspapers and
from all public discussion of even the
nemes of these men. In the recent
presidential election "Col." Dick was
aetively eagaged in organizing In-
diana for Harrison, and he worked
like a Trojan, doubtless with the hope
of an office that a few years ago he
would have regarded with contempt.
But nearly all the old gambling kings
here are dead broke and in want. A
few of the leaders held on to their
money and adopted other means of
making more. genie are book-ma-
kers on race tracks, some keep pool
rooms, some keep saloons, a few have
gone into regular business and sonic
are dead or run away. A new set has
come on and, in spite of the felony
act, are conducting the poker rooms
with. which the city is fairly honey-
combed. ktut the old timbers have
mostly gone off' to that wild air to
which the world is said to run away.
•••
A project is on foot in Ismieville to
raise $400,000 here on condition that
the state will appropriate $100,000 to
provide a great celebration of the
centenary of Kentucky's admission
into the union. The cede,- ration will,
of course, occur in 1892 and if it is
undertaken now it can be made a
very successful affair. It is a singu-
lar fact that there is not in Kentucky
to-day any public historical collec-
tion or museum, though the state
contains many relics that would be
regarded as priceless in eastern
commonwealths. There are several
valuable private collections, princi-
pal among which is that of Col. Reu-
ben rr. Durrett of Louisville. lie has
authentic portraits of nearly all the
pioneers of note, many relics of their
personal belongings, such as Daniel
Bootie's gun anti George Rogers
Clark's sword. His large and splen-
did hotter is fairly packed with things
upon which no value could be placed.
His library, beyond all odds the most
complete existence concerning
Virginia and Kentucky history, and
which comprises many volumes of
autograph letters and documents that
have never wen the light, is valued
at 4401.1,000. It represents the labor
of forty-five years of patient collec-
tion in which much culture and dis-
crimination were exercised. Col.
Durrett would probably present his
valuable collection to the state if
there Was provision made for its
preservation and use. The eenten•
nial celebration might result in get-
ting together from all over the state
a vast collection which would form an
historical museum surpassing that of
any western state. Keutuoky fami-
lies and traditions have been better
preserved than those of the other
states carved out of the old north-
western territory, and the relics have
not been lost in removals. The Board
of Trade, the Commercial Club and
the Enron Historical Society have
joined hands in the movement and
will give the idea practical shape.
At present it is merely a suggestion.
Louisville could contribute more than
*by other city in the state fur the
purpose and it is proper that she
should do 00.
sat
In Col. Durrett's collection Is one
interesting autograph of Daniel
Boone. W'hen Kentucky was simply
Fincastle county, Virginia, it was
customary, when the N'irginia house
of burgesses passed a law affecting
the frontier, for the clerk of the house
to makes copy on paper and send it
to Boonsborough by any hunter who
might be pawing NO who would post
it up in a public place. One of these
notices was brought by Boone who, it
appears, thought be ought to certify
to its authenticity. Under the notice,
therefore he has scrawled this legend.
"This was eoppied by the clerk and
is awl rite,"
DANL. BOON E."
WiliCil confirms the popular idea
that while Daniel was h-1 on b'ars
and injuns he was somewhat off in
his spelling.
TEACHER'S ATTENTION
The President of the Educational As.
s.slat Ikbes Some Plain Talking.
To the citizens; of Christian county:
I have only two reasons for writing
this article, let, no one lots yet spo-
ken to you, and something must be
done; 2nd, being elected president
of the eouuty teacher's association,
It seems as if all are waiting for me
to open the educational column.
I wish to say that I have been
placed in not a very enviable posi-
tion by a part of "county institute,"
who placed me at their head and
have never attended a single meeting
of the association. Not a word of
complaint have I against those few
faithful ones who have stood so earn-
estly and nobly by the association.
Nor do we intend to desert the enter-
prise, but we shall have& programme
for the first Saturday in April. T.
that meeting we wish to invite once
more every school officer and teacher
In Christian caunty.
To give you an idea of the condi-
tion of our schools I quote from a let-
ter of one of our true workers, and
would to God every teacher in Chris-
tian county could feel as he does on
this important subject. After stat-
ing that only eight were in attend
*nee on the association he says:
"There NAIR a large attendance at the
office of the county superintendent
but that did not help us out at the mew
elation. As far as I am able to speak
now there will be no "next meet-
ing." How long, 0 Lord, how long
will this state of affairs continue?"
So say I. Now whose fault is it that
the educational interest is at such a
low ebb in one of the richest and as
far as agriculture and other enter-
prime are concerned the banner
county of Kentucky? It must be the
fault of the teachers that our asso-
ciation is so poorly attended.
I make another quotation from the
Educational Courant this till143. It is
taken from your excellent paper,
the New Era. "there is a laudable
spirit of enterprise its many of the
school districts throughout the coun-
ty and about ten new school-houses
are either being erected or in con-
templation. These new buildings
will be youlfortattle and roomy and
furnished with all of the modern ap-
plianees. This is as it should be and
we hope the good work will go on."
I hope one of those modern appli-
ances will be a first-class teacher
who shall be enthusiastic upon the
subject of up-building our schools,
and who shall be willing to do and
dare for the right. Then we shall
have ten added to our little band at
the association. Perhaps then s e can
wake up the sleepers if we can not
raise the dead. The association tape
of its work beceuse it fails to reach
that chow iutended to be benefittesi.
How are:we to reach all? There is
no law to force the teachers to attend
a county association. Our county
superintendent has promised his aid.
He can in a measure remedy the evil
by forcing all to attend the institute
one week, thus giving us a chance to
be associated together one week.
By coining in contact with the teach-
ers we perhaps could win some noble
young men and women front this
careless, non-progressive spirit to
nobler exertions; in which they could
not only better themselves, but bear
an important part in placing our
coalition schools upon the proper
plane. I hope the time will speedily
come when every teacher in the
county will be in attendance on our




COI. John Mason Brown is engaged
upon a history of the celet rated so-
called Conspiracy," in
which is bound up some of the most
remarkable and romantic history of
the sta'e. brown is a writer of
rare force and ease and especially
upon such topics as that in hand.
It is now understood among Re-
publicans that Augustus B Willson
will seek to be U. S. District Attor-
ney and it is believed that he will get
it if Blaine is in the Cabinet. Mr.
Willson is, by marriege, related to
Blame.
rkmen are clearing away the
site at Fourth and Main streets for
the great Commercial Club building,
which will be just (Wive as tall as the
Courier-Journal building, at present
the highest business structure in
Work has commeneed on a new
woolen mill in this city, to be called
the Ashland. It will start with 65
looms and is in the hands of two
young men, Embry L. Swearengen
dHarryieJn.efilerrou, both successful
an  business 
n 
Pauline Hall, of the Casino Opera
company, who lute been setting the
dudes crazy all tile week, is a native
of Louisville and has a German name
in which "z's," "tee" and "k's" are
jumbled together like feathers in a
pillow. She cannot sing much, and
she is no shakes as an actress, but
she has a pair of limbo rivaling the
celebrated left rhoulderbiede of Ka-
tisha, which, you remember, People
went mike to see. And Pauline, on
occasions, exhibits; them as far as
they go. They are worth $:e30 a week
to her on the eatery list.
PICADOR.
The New Plmovery.
You have heard your friends and
neighbors talking about it. You may
voureelf be one of the many who
know front personal experience just
how good a thing is. If you have
ever tried it you are out. ol tts staunch
friends, because the wonderful thing
about it is, that when once given it
trial, Dr. King's New Discovery ever
after holds a place in the house. If
you have never toted it and should be
afflicted with a cough, eold, or any
throat, lung or chest trouble, secure
a bottle at once and give it a fair trial.
It is guaranteed every time, or money
refunded. Trial bottles free at If. B.
Garner's City Pharmacy.
The Line to Cadiz.
The Cadiz Telephone says: %Slide
in llopkiusville last week we had the
pleasure of meeting Mr. P. Turner,
superintendent of the telephone ex-
change at that Otter, and in rerponee
to an inquiry about the proposed line
between this place and Hopkinsville,
Mr. Turner said last fall he failed to
secure a itufficient amount of sub-
scription, and that he did not like to
undertake such a job in mid winter.
Since that time the exchange has gone
Into operation, and he has assurances
that the line between Wire and Hop-
kinsville would be a profitable 1•011:
neetion to the exchange; and if those
who pledged hint assistance last fall
will renew their pledges, and induce
a few other persons to pledge addi-
tional assistance, making the amount
sufficient to cover the expense of con-




ing and stinging; most at night; worse
by seratehing. If allowed to continue
tumors form, which often bleed and
uleerate,becoming very more.Swayne's
Ointment stops the itching and bleed-
ing, heals ulceration, and in 'noel
cases removes the tumors. At drug-
aists, or by mail, for 50 cents. Dr.
Swayne & Son, Philadelphia.
The New ERA turns out as fine
class job work at as low prices as any
ooncern in the state.
S. L. ExoGue,
Pres't. of Association.
La Fafette. Ky., Feb. 7th 111*.
1111en reps elks sJi.t we gave Imr Ci Star*
WM& she tem a si,Js1 she entail tart setoria
Whim she became His.. ali• clung is Casters,
Inas ono Sad Childroa, Mopes arm Casossla
Sinking Fork Items,
SINKINO FORK, let,. '4.-Miss Lela
Hitter has opened a school at Piege
school house.
But few plant beds have been
burned so far in this section; the
farmers say they intend to plant only
fifty per Cent, of the usual number of
acres.
A wheel was organized at the
Brick church a few days since with
twenty members.
Miss May, a former teacher here,





ity, was arried a few ays since to
Miss Stearns, of Trigg county.
Miss Dottie Woosley has returned
from a visit to Saddlereville, Tenn.
Mr. Jas. Kirby, of Tennessee, has
moved to this plaee and opened a
wood and furniture store.
Mr. Jas. Morgan and wife are visit-
ing friends in Lebanon, Tenn.
Little Cleveland, the blue eyed
babe of our town, is recovering from
a severs' spell of fever. P. M.
Bennet 'Mown.
14 ES; N irrrsyoW N Feb. 9.-Died,
Bennie Piecard, in the twenty-sec-
ond years of his age at his home near
Herndon, on the 5th inst. He had
been making his home in Illinois for
several years, but his mother having
died last summer his sisters, Ida and
Minnie, were anxious for him to
come home and stay with them. He
returned to Kentucky just before
Christmas and has been in poor
health ever since. He was an excel-
lent man and his death is deeply re-
gretted by all who knew.h i in.
Misses Mary, Pink and Kemple
Sherrill went over to Church Hill on
Thureday to attend the perty at Mr.
John Brownings.
A Woad Legal Opiates.
E. Bainbridge Munday Esq., Conn-
ty Atty., Clay county, Teem, mays:
Have used Electric Bitters with
most happy results. My brother abet
was very low with Malarial Fever
and Jaundice, but was cured by time-
ly use of this medicine. Am satisfied
Electric Bitters saved his life."
Mr. D. I. Wileoxson, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adds a little testimony, saying:
lie positively believes he would have
died, had it not been for Electric
Bitters.
Thin great remedy will ward off, as
well as cure all Malarial diseases, and
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach
disorders stands unequaled. Price
50 cents and $1 at Harry B. Garner's
City Pharmacy.
GROUND TO DEATH.
A Workman Literally Reduced to
Pulp by a Corn %holier.
INDIA NseoLia, Ind., Feb. 11.-A
frightful accident, resulting fatally,
occurred at the I. D. & S. elevator,
in Houghville, a suburb of this city,
this morning. Gardner Ayers, an
employe aged IN, met the awful fate
of keing ground to • death in a corn
shelter. The libeller, )(seated below
the floor, was open when Ayers text:
dentally fell into it, with the result as
above mentioned. Luke P. Chamber
and Frank Hughes, fellow-workmen,
were present when the accident 04•-
uurretti, and nook immediate efforts
to stop the machinery but it wits too
late. It was several hours before the
remains were gotten out, it being nee-
esmary to remove the machinery be-
fore the corpse could be extricated.
The neck was broken and the body
horribly mangled.
Its Delicacy or Flavor
9
Cor let and Locust Streets, Evansville, Ind
SCALES!1
To the people of Hopkinmville and
Christian county we wish to make
known that we have the agency for
The Kentucky Scale Co., and we are






The Kentucky Scale Co. makes
standard goods, warranted to be first- ,
clam in every respect. We can fur-
nish you any of the above named
goods at as cheap as vou can buy
them direct from manuhteturertt.
GUNS!
I Having received a large shipment
of guns we can now furnish the
I trade fine guns at very low figures.
Parties desiring anything in this
line will titd it ta their interest to
call and examine our stock and
prices. before purchasing.
WE KEEP CONSTANTLY






NA1 all Ill I:. N1,111550•1. J. K. (,ANT, Salesman






Never equaled in the South! Prices lower tbaa ever
before! Don't miss seeing it.
Hendrick's China Hall,
f.O N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn





Regulates the Kidneys and Bowels,
Gives Life and Vigor to every organ.
There's nothing like it. Use It Now!
" last vow. setae %Tr,. DV 'eh nin down and -Raring used your Patne's Celery cercepoosi
debilitated. l_proeured ...rue of estne teRry tisla sprtift. 1 Nin safety remeamend it LP the
I ompound. Ti.. Me of top bottle% made
feel Ilse a new man As • general tunic SW
spring tnedkine, 1 do not know it. equaL
W. I..
Itrigadler General V. N. 0. Burlington, Vt.
51.00. SU for $3.00. At Druggists.
DIAMOND Offs
Bold pOwerfill Sad Mt ILP same time nesise
p•ater regulator It Its spiendidmerve tonic
and Moos taking Ill have bit like a new man.•-•
R. E. LOOKS. WsIeflow, Dakota.
was& RWMAIMMOW I Co. Praia. Ilieliagisa.
LACTATED FOOD "hal
41:14. tlii:ttet"11.0. :PP.*.*r1:1841":"1.41444"' th'itlittlith, „ye ,.....,„ :r. ".,,,.... , .„.., t. ...de A
h( .17;1 r14." 11 IN"; t'rdes'"Ittheatoellit 
all tr:
eta teal TOWEles FISH SWIM
at his that half hours experience In
a storm ands to his sorrew that It la ET .. „..LICIUDI," a name further is entryCo• 0. esti °VW 110. lao4. With norshatittlynectsb7ater, niP"setk"ot ail toe' than harrnalla Ime."
ENIlerl Iri iI7gbesoi:ades 'l notiailliedin Ienxactyt alsettkar itt:14,4 1f,‘.1  •74.1i.-.T ':.114"Ifyliralldser MINIRMosper u..-"'-1" a
,mid
 mw=1'Ask toe the 'Elatt BRA ND '' &Jew
d writs taatettn oarta buy... a444.4.4.444.4.4 4 44.==.4.4..., for . A-14.1....-.....i4:rtatn.4 4.16. 1.114.44.114611&•
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A GREAT MIIRDLI?
NI i ONE k111.9.1t NUT
31131cssistcsza. tor
lit nuawv,HiNG HIGH raisesei-eiriking them right-sad left I seeking Oben
crow s to *bunt os E 114 1.1 THEIR USUAL biZit. There s great rejoiciag nom; SIN
peep e of Montaom, re and adjoining counties Ever) Is, • Is weprkert k•erybotqf is
astounded at Ste was THE 11114asTlaa aT•llS. to cutting down the proms of
woods. Buy there °see and you will 1111T Lucre slw•ys.
Save Your Hard Earned Money
-AND ( OMR FOR1 YOUR-
IFi GO0 On, CLOTHING, IlitenTat Aim nemen. 'NATI. ARID CAPS, NO-
T s on • . JR fore,mar, mire.
Everything at prterea never before offered is Clarkwille All wen selected ;mode. 1a,d
Ilseeja..taitty. hoer. atirles. nee), front the New York market. Corne and ace for yams!! .
Don't Utrart the place-h.lt le's old stand.
ISseachectl 33ro•cip73. ricxx:siettc 15c. Per "Yard!
BAYER, SAIEWITZ & CO
I A I BkRT BR v., ‘t Talesman I proprietors.
Cl.s.rkessi.114, Prersus.
''''''• ri ri ,,
tiplik,._ .., , ../:, ., , - -„, - -• • .
4i 1.; .• '-uri,-.,- •il till:, -,-tr? •,,
viminuangt,„.•hc.'La- - ;," rvalr.ft t,...a.1,1 a w,-1 lr
Jed de it wrier pile is liai roue that 17 j 01 It lir :41/4 ta,
V,. world. le arrantod See years, s•• . if is Ilbilt walk she
clothes clear, without rehtdrat. we • . es . MOUS at •
ACENTS WANTED-Z7411"3:;
that vents see mat ire frorit 174 ts5tt) per a. with. Penner.
Task, 3300 tr. 5.500 Moine the winter. Lathe. hew reel
Wing Ibis Wash-r. Retail mice. aro, $1. &rel. oi those
derieing an arincy IN A iso the Coleera'rd rAttrreire
sneak* at manufacture, le /0V.I• W. theta the
strictest fevartlgatein. Send yaw su.t teas on a postal card Mt
farther particulars.
LOVELL WASTFR 1)0 , Frt. PI
W. E. RAGSDALE. R. E. COOPER.
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.
-PROPRIETORS 
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
HOPKINSVILLE - - KENTUCKY.
Special attention to SAMPLING and SELLING TOBACCO. LIBERAL
ADVANCES made on consignments.
W. E. Ragsdale, salesman. daw-Ilai
For no roist3r.
We will sell during the next 30 days 10,000
rolls of
White Bark Wall Paper,
At 6% and 7 cents per roll,
In lots to suit buyers, These goods are full
length,
8 Yards to a Roll.




WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
fnrit•ttseUinegg l:44ry. ruff (fIlesliCiut's; 1i4117:11 Tobacco Warekdosemeo, Ct 131111i1E Ifrciatts Gr2ill Palen,
Tones up the clogged and feverish
System, and dispels Headaches,
Colds and Fevers. For gale in 50
cents and $1.00 bottles.
. •
W. O. W HEELER. W. II. FAXON, Book-keeper. Jolt N IN. MILL
And the efficacy of its action have I
rendeleed the famous California liquid
SEVENTH AND R. R. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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